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Foreword

Some time ago an experienced newspaper editor remarked, "The easiest thing for a
newspaper reader to do is to stop reading. I never let my staff forget that." R an editor of
a carefully written, well-edited. attractively printed newspaper worries that his paper still
may not be read, a publisher of government reports should be even more concerned.

The General Accounting Office is a publisher. Most GAO auditing work must be
committed to paper if Congress. government officials and employees, or the public are to
benefit. Subordinate only to an accurate message, what is needed in these published
product is a clearly written message.

Clarity is communi:.ating in simple and direct language we in GAO need to practice
this art more skillfully. While this booklet was prepared for auditors, its message applies
equally to anyone who writes for public information. Anyone who aspires to the
management level in GAO must learn to write as skillfully as he audits or researches It gal
issues.

If vou write with this positive attitude, %our congressional readers will benefit more
from the results of your long hours of audit. The message in this booklet can help each of
you master the art of clear writing.

Comptroller General
of the United States



Preface

Writing is one of the most important skills in any organization. This is especially true
in the General Accounting Offiee. At the request of the Comptroher General, the Office
of Personnel Management launched an extensive writing improvement program for tiA0
it 1969.

The instrurtors, Floyd I.. Berman, F.d.D.; Mary I.. Bradford. MA; Harold K. Fine,
MPA: and William K. 'loth, UP., compiled this booklet from training program

elements they found most effective in teaching auditors how to improve their writing.
The secretaries, the illustrators, the reviewers, and the edit staff helped keep the booklet
consistent with the concepts of clear writing.

To make it voy for the reader. this hook is divided into three parts. Part I covers bask
communications concepts and facts about how written words work most effectively. Part
H shows the reader how to apply sound line-editing practices and how to improve his
report by writing well-structured paragraphs; by using active, informative sentences; and
by scleetioF: the right words. Part Hi is a listing of troublesome expressions and words and
their more suitable alternatives.

ic); /70-11444/9---

I *Nitr
office of Personnel Management
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PART 1

Auditors Can Write Better

Introduction

Understanding how written vommunication works and applying these concept.: in the
fast-moving auditing environment are absolutely necessary. The underlying values of dear
written communication are the same as those underlying auditing.

ffieiene -Good writing saves auditing and reporting time.
I:corium% Fewer. but well-ehosen words mean a lower cost and a shorter reading
time for the busy reader.
Effectiveness -A dear message points up necessary action.
Logic- Structure is the foundltion of dear writing and dear thinking.
Evidence- Conerete support insures sound generalizations.
Objectivity An accurate message is easier to maluate.

Roth the auditing tasks and the writing tasks are changing. While the (;.0 auditor still
tests and reports on the validity. ronformity accurary, and consistency of financial
records, the major part of his work now is evaluating and reporting on program results
and managerial efficiency. These reports require an individualized design and a writing
st le that bus) people ran easily read.

Clear writing is no accident. A report is made easy to read and undervt-ind
analyzing the sense and substance of what is said and how it is said and then rewriting
the message in standard English.



CHAPTER I

Auditors Can Communicate

Vane an auditor who took his basic training in
accounting acquired language habits acceptable to that
diseipline the accountants' dialect.' When an auditor
knows the reader of his report will understand his
dialect, standard words and phrases are acceptable
acceptable not from a grammatical or literary point of
view but from the point of view of reader expectation.
The report is accepted by the reader because he does sot
need to read every word: he knows the standard format
and where to look to find the figures needed for
analysis. This generalization holds for the communica-
tion skills learned in an discipline, for each discipline
has its on special dialect and its own private audience
which understands the message without reading all the
words.

(;..V) reports are read by busy managers. legislators,
and their .t-ff assistants from many disciplines and they
may not 11 familiar with the particular format or writing
stile of the accou wing discipline. To save these readers
from having to decode the accounting dialect, GAO
reports should be written in the universal dialect-
-tandard Oish.

t;Ao's purposes for reporting include motivating
managers and IegWator. to improve Government opera-
tions. .1 message motivates if it changes the value or
projected worth of a decision. The message. th,. mean-
ing. and the decision to act come from what is said and
how the words are put together. rather than from where
key phrases or figures an located in the report.

The anditcr call no longer convince his reader by
silty!y repeating his point over and over. He must realize
that only a motivated reader will tolerate a
esmnplicated or excesively stereotyped stvle. In fact, the
educates] reader wants the message without tsii:less
words. passke voice. abstract vocabulary. and long-

winded sentene-s. An auditor can easily lern to avoid a
stereotyped appoach by analysing how ccmmunication
works.

How Does Communication Work?

First, a reader responds psychologically with his inner
ears to the basic rhythms and sets of sounds acquired
early in life. Written English should resemble those
familiar sounds, as in this example.

The Indian Housing Program, with a goal of
eliminating substandard Indian housing during
the 1970's. is run jointly by three agencies. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the
Interior, and the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) finance home con-
struction and renovation, and the Indian Health
Service provides water and sewerage.

Between 1966 and 1970. 11(T) and the
Bureau built or renovated 15,0(X) houses for
Indians for $108 million. G AO reviewed the
program to find out whether substandard hous-
ing was being eliminated. and if not. what
changes should be mach..

The program is not meeting the Indians'
housing needs, and unless the program is
accelerated, it will not meet its goal. Most
families in new and renovated housing are living
better. but the program has not reduced the
number of families in substandard housing.
Despite the construction of 11,000 houses
between 1968 and 1970, 93 percent of the
families in substandard houses in 1968 were
still there in 1970.

What seems to be the delay! IUD and the
Bureau point to HI'D's financing delas and
some tribes' reluctance to ask for Federal help.
But GAO found four other problems. 2

%lord choice. sentence ..tructure, how ideas are del.ellped. ''Part of the original draft digest of the report on the Indian
Ilou,ing Program is included as Appendix I.and thr tam r ( e.g.. drfensor or neutral) taken.
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The alio% c excerpt. read aloud, falls easily on the ear
in natural speech patterns. it it is not oversimplified.
The verbs are mainly active (run. built. renovated.
rnr ieed and vpent) and are (find out, instead of
ascertain) but not childish. Sentence vari, IA is goo& and
die reader quicki% focuses on the ideas to come.

In el mtrast, the fidllwing paragraph. which requires
de( ()ding, leaves the reader with a sant mnage. indeed.

It seems that reviews in depth of the
effieicne econom% and effectiveness with
which the activities in% 44(41 in the elements I )1
earl' communication medium are being carried
on for 1hr medium and among and between the
several media. from the standpoint of how well
deigned and effectual the activities are in terms
of accomplishing USI. Vs objectives. would be
Imwt apprt management tools. in viet of
the importau ice of evaluating input in relation

01111111Iorit toed measures as well as the
basin sstv pr aspects invoked.

Such writing exhibits the ION) s minim... When the
Normans invaded KnOand they brought the idea that
Latin words were superior (both socially and intel-
leetuallv ) to short. turd Anglo-Saxon words. With that
idea came another: If a man wanted to leave the farm
and rise in status. he should forget the simple speed' of
his aneest(irs and adopt the court language of the King.

Do..s modern man still have that hire Is he avoiding
the hiph direct stile because he fears it will identify
him with a III% class? Is he intentionally sprinkling his
lane cage with ovrrblown term,. and Latin-based jargon?
Does he assume that true wisdom lies in big words and
that simple words are fur simpletons? hz4itive answer.: to

6

these nustilins have a tradition among some preachers.
teachers. writers. and politicians. Hut modem political
leaders, skillful advertisers, and other communication
specialists in our media-minded siiet% know a Latin-
like look no longer wins the reader. The words of this
seenlingl% :simple poem tell the tale.

Words And Little Ones

By

Arthur Kudner, for his son

Never rear big long words.
lair log words mean little things.
MI big things have little names,
Such as life and death, rare, and war
fr dawn, day. night, hope, love, home.

Learn to use little words in a big way.

It is hard to do.
But they say what you mean.
When you don't know what you mean,
I 'se big words -
That often fools little people.

So words, the right words, get the message across.
Infortimatelv , there is more to it than that. What
counts in communication? How can effective English be
put to work in reports? What is the relationship between
dear writing and sound reasoning? The next three
chapters attempt to answer these questions.



CHAPTER II

What Is Communication?

Communication atm:tints to interchanging thoughts.
opinions. or information h% speech. writing, or signs.
This implies at least four elements: a sender. a message,
a medium, and a rescuer reMer). Communiva ie
happens when the revel% er understands the message the
sender intended.

But several factors complicate the -weal % simple

cum inimical ion process. speaker or writer ina not
ha% I. Witt the earl insage he had he miud. Ind the
message sent ina not he the one received the sender's

ords ma% me it ha%r been as clear to Cie receiver as the

sender intended. 'Hien. too. the revolver ma mot he
accustomed to the medium in which the message is
*wilt a letter. a telephone con% ersat ion. or ritt.
report. Ile ma% not be reeei% ing the message %%Jun taril
with sleep interest. mr with a e intr.)! to rep. nod.
just sending the message may influence the receiver.
part icularl% if it is :legal i% e.

F% en if the sender understands the falls about what
makes communication work and is dear on the poNsible
effects of his message. he still ma% not he able to
conmenn irate. or example. the sender ma not know
P1111)101 Aeon! his revel% er's needs. or he 1.% ell be

(r% mg to el me inn Meaty with Our wrong reeve% yr. Too, the

sene lees linnet Ise ma% not he to inform or clarif% but
sail id% !m document his work. . he Ilia% not he
organizing III, material well enough to perm it the

revel. r le, follow lois sense and logie. or he ma% he
re wichill:! it in .1 4% ir Imo slillie1111. to follow.

l'he %amiable, al feel mg remnnwniratiom are
hu t me e -t ml them fall under the 11% 1-part sluice?l
de% eloped 1)% Hands! 1.a,%% ell. a )M1' l ni%ersit Profes-

sor id I aw.

W110% S W9 %If WHO:' AT
111:1)11 Nif EFFEcr

Who?

The first element of ems111111111lieatioll IN voice Me
behind t he message. In Government reports

the w ho is the person sip) Mg the report. often the head
it' the ageo%. 'Flue true autlifir is anonnions, and for
good rrai.on. The power and ',tutus behind the person
-ending the iiieNage has a lot to do Wilk hew the
message is received and how the receiver reacts. 1
message from the Comptroller General. for example. has
a much better chance of influent. Mg behavior than the
same mssage from the anonymous author w wrote it.

I et. anon% mous author:ship et mstrains those who
w rite draft report. ( . the writer with a worth.
while message, wants to make sure the report is accurate.
that it is clear to thom reviewing it and clear to the
permni signing it. Rut he often must write without
known;' who the specific reader will he. tor how be will
use the report. So the writer mflen does not know what
emphasis the published report 41011111 11:1%. To work
w it hin the-c cons train!-. he ma% ehoose to put in too
Hindi infonuaUou rather than too lit th. The intention IN

the elleet is much like 411,pping for geerieh
will; nee n elm in mind.

Sass What?

Knowing the purpose fur writing can be the most
import ant step in the writing process. The con tent or
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what to sin is influenced by win the mtssage is said in
the way it is said. Then %-hat and why are not dear in
the writer' mind. Owners are the confusion will show in
the writing and the message will not be clear.

To help clarify his reason for writing, a writer eould
ask these questions: Is the reader supposed to under-
stand a speciti. problem? Is he expected to use judgment
and to act? II uv can he be informed? Should the writer
be concerned with interesting a large group of readers in
the issue

Next is organizational purpose. Many GAO reports
give the Congress and the public answers to four
fundamental tpre,tions: ( ) ire public funds be-*
wasted? (2) 1re Federal programs a-hiting their objec-
tives? (3) Can program objectives be nut by using
different or lower cost approaches! and (4) Are funds
being spent legally? Our reports must answer these
questions directly since the reader van act only if issues
and alternatives disenssed in the report are written in
language he underst. rids -- standard Endisit.

With special effort a writer ran visualize and write a
report from the reader's point of view. But to do no, the
writer must change his perspective from internal proc-
esses to external audience needs. Although auditing
processes are important within the organization, the
reader is interested in what was found and what needs to
be done. When the write r adds too many qualifiers. such
as indicated, primarily. generally, about, and approxi-
mately. the reader will likely question the reason for
sounding so defensive and ma) miss the message.
Self-referencing statements, such as in our review, we
found, and based on the information made mailable to
us, tend to confuse the reader by obscuring the what was
found in a moras,. of who found it and how it was

found.

To Whom?

Any writer should know several important things
about to whom he is writing. When he does not know his
reader. he will find it unnecessarily difficult to furnish
needed information in a logical. organized way.

Within GAO. the reader is usually another auditor,
often of higher grade, who is sitting in tkve review chair.
haside of GAO. the readers art. Members of Congress,

congressional staff, executive agency officials and em-
ploy res, and the public. What are the individuals like?
What are their reading, education. and intellectual levels?
What are their motivations for reading the report? Is it
for information or for action? What are their past

experiences with the topes?

a

Their education level is the easiest to determine, of
course, and with that a writer can predict their reading

and intellectual levels. (st W writers could take a hint
from the 1970 census on what education and reading
levels to approach. That census showed the median
education level of the population aged 25 or over was
just over the 12th grade.

As for the Congress and its staff, the aye rage

education level is at least 2 years of college, and many
have more years t:tan that. Lawyers. businessmen, and
bankers are predominant in both the Rouse and the
Senate.

If GAO chooses to reach the better educated
percent of the population aged 25 and over, as well as
Members of Congress and their staff,., the writer should
write in a style readable by a person with a 10th grade
reading level-the reading level of the average college
junior. This does not mean that the writer should try to
write every report as if it were for a 10th grander. Rather,
he should write about difficult and relatively technical
ideas in a language readable to the majority of educated
AmericanA.

Some useful ge nerali zations on to whom

an- (I) !k now how the reader intends to use the
information, (2) concentrate on the message, rather than
the processes used to develop it, so the reader will read]
the conclusion you intended. and (3) use a relatively
simple, straightforward style so busy readers, such as
Congres,mt n, will not stop reading.

In What Medium?

As Marshall Melathan put it. "the medium is the
message." A persons reaction to the spoken wort:. is

different from his reaction to the written word. The
written word is rigid: it cannot eonvev tones of volt",
indicate gestures, or provide eye contact with another
person. This is an advantage when the message must be

objective or when it is a documentated fact. Written
reporting is superior when the message is complex.
controversial, or highly technical: the message will he the
basis for a law or an action against another party : or the
message is fundamentally reference information, a pro-
posal, or a disclosure. Written reporting gives the reader
time to analyze what he has read.

Traditionally, public accountants have accepted the
purpose of reporting as attesting: documenting the
validity, conformity, accuracy, and consistency of fi-
nancial transactions. this purpose led to standard
reporting formats and the formula approach to writing.



t; rtio%ed to evaluating program results and man-
agerial efficiency. \ew messages required new flutings.
The report not only had to document and inform
quiekly but it had to cause people to change. l 1r )

writing style must reflect these Attitudes.

With What Effect?

The effort a message will have on a reader is difficult
to anticipate. After analyzing his reader and writing the
report, a writer may believe that no one could possibly
nisinterpret or react negatively to his message. And it
_hat is exaetly what may happen. Too, a writer may try
to pre% rut a reader from deliberatek misinterpreting his
message or from blowing up a coincidental thought into
a major issue, but there is no way to prevent an insincere
reader from doing so. Below are some ways a writer can
prevent unintentional misinterpretations and keep from
alienating or confusing a reader who redl wants to get
the message.

KNOW YOUR PURPOSE FOR WRITING

The writer needs to know what he wants to accom-
plish. If he is merely documenting the record for future
reference, setting down all the detailed facts and figures
as well as how and where he foiled them is acceptable.
%inch legal and workpaper writing is this kind of
documentation. Such writing is not designed for quick
or leisure reading. It must be studied so the reader ran
be informed about details which support general state-
ments. on the other hand. if the purpose is to motivate,
a detailed recitation of all the facts and processes may
not help the reader understand the message. As the
purpose for writing changes. so should the writing
approach.

\t the outset. usefulness is the key. Useful informa-
tion gives the devisionmaker the basis for deciding an
issue. If the information sent is known in advance by the
&fish mmaker. nothing will have been communicated
and no change ran happen.

writer should try to gauge the change his reported
message will bring about in a deeisionmaker's actions by
anticipating his reaction to the report. There is no ideal
situation because a writer cannot anticipate all uses or
users of the report. Yet the writer's experience and
familiarity with the subject matter should be used to

PART 11.4111AT IS ( :u11111AICATION?

help him develop a subjective forecast that anticipates
probable isers, their needs, and their reactions,

USE OBJECTIVE, UNEMOTIONAL. WORDS

Avoid labeling facts with subjective emotion-laden
words like malfeasance, waste, extravagance, ineffective-
ans and fraud. These arc negatively slanted judgmental

ds whirl) detract from an objective tone of the
report.

Let the reader analyze the facts and the conditions
and do his own labeling. The writer can win his reader
and remain objective by accurately describing the
conditions and suggesting ways to correct them without
using negative labels.

USE CONCRETE WORDS

Use words which accurately describe the object or
activity you are writing about. Such abstract words as
standards, capability, facility, service unit, problem. and
factor have many meanings and can confound the most
serious reader because they defy specific visual images
and do not relate to fundamental life experiences.
Remember, a word that means everything can also mean
nothing. (Se pp. 12-144

WRITE REPORTS IN A READABLE STYLE

The style used to document for the record (legal
decisions and workpapers, for example) is different from
the style used to communicate. Report language must
flow smoothly. distinguish important ideas from the
unimportant, and maintain a tone and cadence approxi-
mating spoken English. Researchers have developed
readability formulas to measure how effective a writers
style is with his reader. These formulas are based on the
following concepts.

-The fewer number of syllables in each word of a
passage, the easier the passage is to understand.

-The more familiar the words are, the easier it is to
grasp the meaning.

The closer the words are to fundamentar life
experiences. the easier the writing is to understand.
The shorter the average sentence length, the easier
the passage is to read.

et



CHAPTER III

What Is Effective English?

Words have two dimensions. They denote meaning, as
defined in dictionaries (called vocabulary), and they
point tout relationships among words in sentences. Roth
dimensions. which form the studies called semantics and
gammar. are at work in this poem from "Alice In
Wonderland.-

Jabberwocky

by

Lewis f:arn)11

'Twas brillig, and the stilly tows
did gyre and gimble in the wabe!

All ?flimsy were the borogoves,
and the mome raths outgrahe.

"Beware the Jabberwock. my son!
The jaws that bite, and claws that catch!

Beware the Juh-jub bird, and shun
The fnimitnis Bandersnatch!"

He took his vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought

So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood,
The Jabberwoek, with eyes of flame,

Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
And burbled as it came!

One, two! one, two! And through and through
The vorpal blade want snicker-snack!

He left it dead, and with its head
Ile went galumphing bark.

"And hast thou slain the Jabberwoek?
Came to my arms, my beamish boy!

0 ftabjous day! Callooh, !"
He chortled in his joy.

`Twits btillip, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogmes,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

Ilow does a reader get any sense from this? Since
nmst of Louis Carroll's readers are acquainted with tales
of knighthood and other heroic deeds, the author
counted on a special context-. the readers' previous
experiences. However, readers who do not have such
experiences may need to have the message explained to
them before they can understand it.

Root And Relational words

In "Jabberwocky" it is hard to tell exactly what is
going on because much of the vocabulary is nonsensical.
Words like vorpal, uffish, and whiffling, if not jabber-
wocky itself, are not clear, but from their familiar
endings or locations, we can guess their meanings. Other
wor"s are very clear: his, in, the, so, by, as, and it.

The words we do not know and the words whose
meaning; we assume are clear can be divided roughly
into two groups: root and relational. The root wcrds are
most of the nouns, verbs, and adjectives which carry the
ideas in a sentence and make the point whenever feelings
or ideas are communicated. They have meaning. which
symbolize Mal-world substances actions, and qualities.

The root words, however, must be arranged in the
right order-syntax-showing the relationships between
them. Words like !he, of from, with, so, and as are the
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relational words which do the arranging. (1f course they
cannot be defined by themselves for their meanings are
found in the language system itself.

As readers, we usually do not pay attention to
relational words or to the arrangement which makes up
our grammar. Language works best when grammar and
relational words are used so effectivelt that the du not
call attention to themselves. We pay attention to the
root words- -the main ideasand that is why these words
should he within the readers' experience.

The Right Names For Things

What journalists, educators, social critics, and some
Covernment employees call gobbledygook is language at
an unnecessarily abstract levy complicated by jargon or
private meaning. Language relates to experience the way
a map relates to territory. Any map is symbolic. an
abstraction of reality and the person reading the map
must refer back to reality to test its validity. Words are
symbols, too. Like marks on a map, they have degrees of
elstraction. To name things we have to exclude nutty
specific characteristics of the individual item. The word
dcs covers a large number of sizes, breeds. and colors.
All these differences are overlooked in the abstraction
tg. This abstracting process is at the very core of
language. Without it, we would not be able to com-
tnunicate.

We can take any item or event and ah.Iract it further.
generalizing it to practically the entire universe. For
example, the word room can become a living area, a
spare, or a facility. hammer 'nay be a :Pig. an
implement, an artifact, or a cultural item. This range of
generalization or abstraction is usually illustrated by the
classic ladder of abstraction.

The more abstract the term, the larger the territory it
covers and the wider the range of interpretations among
readers. A careful writer guards against using an abstrac-
tion which. although it includes his idea. ran be
interpreted in different ways. For example, the word
facility can properly refer to a factory but factory
should be used if this is what is being discussed. Facility
should be saved to name something. like a shipyard with
vessels, cranes. docks. trucks, or building materials or
any other comparable range of variables. for which a
specific word like factory is too limited.

Skillful writers help readers by using concrete words
to support and limit high-order abstraeCons. For exam-
ple:

OMB has issued broad guidelines to the
Government agencies directing that maximum

12

feasible utilization be made of U.S.-owned
foreign currency.

This sentence can be reduced, as one auditor suggested,
to:

OMB issued instructions requiring U.S. arncies
to use foreign money owned by our (govern-
ment whenever they could.

The most glaring error in the original sentence is the
phrase maximum feasible utilisation, an extraordinarily
abstract term far away from the experience of most
readers. Concrete terms improve such inflated sentences.

A similar danger is dead-level abstractingusing words
at the same level of abstraction to explain another. Such
explanations do not bring the reader closer to under-
standing. Most of the difficulty with the following
excerpt lies in dead-level abstraction.

Even when adequate provisions have not been
made t prevent the occurrence of O&M,
problems that occur can be minimized through
procedures available for detecting and correct-
ing improper or inefficient O&M. Existing State
procedures, however, are in need of further
development. In this regard, FWQA could be of
assistance to the States by gathering and dis-
seminating information to develop a model
State program for the detection and correction
of plant O&M problems.

Let's analyze the above paragraph. What are the
adequate .provisior> that can prevent occurrence of
o&M! Whatever they are, they cannot beim !roper or
inefficient, but they certainly can be' cured by dissem-
inating information to develop a model to detect and
correct O&M problems. But what were the problems?
Obviously they occurred and can be minimized through
proerduresif that helps at all. Because all the words are
roughly at the same level of abstraction, the argument is
not advancedit is on a treadmill.

Dead -level abstraction is usually accomparied by
other flaws in sty le, such as in the following excerpt
where wordiness compounds the error.

This procedm a wag II:signed to provide greater
emphasis on individual pricing examinations by
our regional offices. By giving regional man-
agers increased responsibility and flexibility for
selecting, scheduling, and reporting on contract
work. greater use is made of our regional office
staff and reports are issued soon after fieldwork
is completed.
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'the point can he made with fewer genralirations and
fewer words:

l.nder this pnwedure, regional managers are
responsible fur selecting, scheduling. and re-
porting on eontraet work. Regional office stalls
are used more for individual pricing examina-
tions. and reports are issued soon after field-
work is completed.

At the bottom of the abstraction ladder. another danger
awaits. The thoughtful writer is aware that oversimplify-
ing ern be LiZ% nonsensical as overgeneralizing.

11

For example. in one report on solid waste manage-
ment, the writer blithely announced:

* * * the Armv is responsible for providing
support for national and international 'policy
and is responsible for monitoring the security
of the United States * * *.

In a report dealing with the Army's mission, this
statement might make sense, but in a report on solid
waste management, it is not only irrelevant but simplis-
tic.



CHAPTER IV

Writing Within Reason

Organizing ideas implies reasoning. The effects of
poor reasoning are not so apparent as those of poor
grammar or sp. liing. Poor reasoning, however, is more
disabling to the audit report purpose. Reasoning relies
on facts and inferences. The reader's questions of 110W?
and WHAT? are best answered with facts. but WILY ?,
the most important question, must be answered by
inference or by conclusions based on the facts. An
auditor, perhaps more than other report writers. is aware
that his conclusion is a judgment based on a pre.
nderance of evidence and seldom is an absolute,

inevitable determination. Much auditor frustration can
be traced to this awareness.

EVIDENCE

I Each

t

Inference, then, is an emential part of the job. A
simple recitation of facts, no matter how solid the farts
are, creates inferences. When inferences are made. the
reader asks other questions: How adequate are the
criteria? How sound is the reasoning? Sharing and
exploring both facts and inferences help to establish the
truth of a proposition for the reader.

To meet the test of sound logic and dear reasoning,
the writer must meet two standards: language and logic.
lie must (1) use terms, expressions, and sentences which
an uninformed reader can understand, (2) prove all
statements in question with evidence, and (3) move, by
clear and logical steps, from proved statements to the
conclusion. as shown in this formula.

The Reasoning Process

Opinions

Circumstances

ARRANGEMENT

In
ductive
Analogy

De
ductive

legic
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Inferences are harder to accept when they are drawn
from opinions and circumstances outside the compara-
tive security of facts. In less than totally certain
situations, the logical, well-organized presentation of
evidence is nssary to convince the reader to accept
the writer's interpretation.

Reasoning by inference can he handled by tnduetion,
deduction, or analog) . In induction. the arr,.iaent moves
from the facts to the generalization. !ft deduction, the
main idea is stated and then supported by facts. In
analogy . one situation is compared with or contrasted to
another. All three approaches can be used together but
one approach -,nu..t dominate in a given section of the
report.

To insure sound reasoning and good organization,
write out the anticipated message in the form of a
tentative report digest at the end of the survey phase.
This provides the base upon which to write the report at
the end of the review even when it is reshaped and recast
as the review pro-eeds. The tentative digest can be used
1) the entire audit staff as a report outline, fur it shows
what is to be developed and reported. At the beginning
of the report-writing phase, the updated digest can be
used as the outline. This is one way to integrate
relorting with audit planning and execution.

Many writers confess to outlining after they write
their reports just to meet the requirement for formal
outlines. Outlining after the first report draft is com-
pleted is a good 'walliee fur all writers. Often such an
outline can pinpoint otherwise unnoticed flaws in logic.
These writers can improve their reports and contribute
to the knowledge of others if they also prepare working
outlines beforehand.

.1ccording to the I; -MI Report Manual. reports should
present

fi mfi rip and conclusions.
comments from or actions by aencies,

-evaluations of the agencies' comments or actions,
and

-recommendations or matters for congressional con-
sideration.

The writer's message should be outlined in this
sequel-. course further outlining will be necessary
within each area. gene-al introduction is useful, but
the writer should start his report as close to the message
as possible.

Background information must not overshadow the
dominant message. For example, if the report describes
the Department of the Army 's inaction and its lack of
responsible policies in the management of solid waste,
describing the Army's mission of maintaining national
security is superfluous. It sidetracks the reader before he
gets to the messap.

After the writer gives the necessary background
coneisely, he can describe the issue and the causes of the
problem. For example, solid waste has become a
problem on federally owned lands because there is no
coordinated policy for policing campers or for collecting
and disposing of their trash. This point leads logically to
describing the underlying causes -the real reasons for the
problem: "Campers are leaving more trash on Federal
lands than the present solid waste disposal system can
handle." In this way the reader quickly knows the
reason for the report.

The reader is now prepared to understand the
facts: Untreated solid waste pollutes the waterways,
creates scenic blight, and invites rats and other unde-
sirable pests. These facts lead the reader to agree with
the conclusion and recommendation.

Other formats are possible and report writers should
experiment. For some subjects the inverted pyramid
may help. In this format, the reader is told what he first
wants to know, and then is given facts of decreasing
importance so that the report can he cut at any point
without losing meaning. Some GAO reports can be
written in the who, what, when, where, and %AI of
journalism and still document the findings.

Effectiveness reports can be organized so that the
beginning not only names the subject but also indicates
the pattern of organization. For example, an opening
sentence may he "The * * * program is (or is not)
achieving the objective of ** * for the following three
reasons." The rest of the report can cover the three
reasons followed by the conclusions.

When a report is well written, the findings and
conclusions will not have to be restated in the recgm-
mendation. Furthermore, if the conclusions :ogically
imply a recommendation, the recommendation can be
stated in specific terms and therefore be meaningful and
useful. "Consider revising guidelines" is not as specific as
"F.ximbank should develop standards for measuring the
effectiveness of its financing system. Such standards
could include * **."



PART II

How To Correct Writing Problems By Editing

Introduction

The what and whv of communication discussed in part I explains that if the reader

did not get the memage. none has been communicated. Part ll gives the how for

transmitting a message sureeKsfullv.
{laving a milm.idge is the most important part of writing. t lure the

mes,,ge has been identified. the writer must insure it will be understood b mastering

these important writing skills: (1) grouping sentences which proide meaning. (2) framing

sentences which give ideas, and (3) using words which make sense. Diligent stud. of this

section will help auditors who want to eommuni:ate.



CHAPTER V

Organizing Paragraphs

A liaragraple can be a single etnhatie word or a group
of sntenees which develop a stated or implied idea. In
report writing, the most common types of paragraphs
are the expository and the. signal paragraphs.

Expository paragraphs answer the reader's questions.
For example. they ran enumerate or define.

--the :121: in financing a particular Federal project,
the kinds of financing problems.
the reasons for financing the project with Federal

funds. and
the results of the project.

They can explain how something does or does not
work, the degree. to which something does or does not
exist. and the conditions under which something does or
does nut happen.

Signal paragraphs help the reader make his way
through the report. They may

- introduce an idea, . mate reader interest, or set a
scene:

- shift from one subject to another:
call attention to important ideas: or

--highlight major developments previously detailed.

incSe. signal paragraphs function only within the
structure of the total report, they cannot be categorized.
The expeAtory paragraph, however, has three ap-
proaches and three patterns.

Paragraph Approaches

Each paragraph must list its information consistently,
and the approach must he preselected. The deductive
approach announces the main idea in a topic sentence.
(underlined) ;,..id then gives supporting details.

DEDUCTIVE

Technieal assistance to less developed countries
covers the furrange of activities- plannim,
anal zi educating,. and advising- traditionally

evote to e"--"Tht ancing human resources and
institutional develimmeeit. The Agency for in-

nevelopment provides technical as-
sistanc. under the Foreign Aid Program,
through service contracts with educational in-
stitutions, firms, associations, and individuals.
Otters thole contracts finance as much as 80
percent of the total project cost.

An inductive approach gives details or examples and
then moves to the main idea.

INDUCTPE

More medical professional personnel could be
assigned to patient care if they were relieved of
command, administrative, and routine duties.
The Use of MIX; officers in hospital command
positions for which they have been trained and
educated could relieve more than 200 physi-
cians of administrative duties. Increased hiring
and upgrading of physician assistants and
support-services personnel would also permit
medical professionals to concentrate on pa-
tient care. All of these actions would reduce the
total number of reenrired medical personnel.

SEMI-INDUCTIVE

Because there may be reason to withhold it, the main
idea may be introduced at the beginning of the
parapaph and t omplted at the end. The semi-inductive
approach allows a bit of suspense.

A team of corps members taught in one school
under an arrangtment which, we believe, was

421
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not authorized under the enabling legislation.
Th747.1ips members took over teaching posi-
tions intended for regular teachers and the
Teacher Corps funds mqqaanted State and local
funds that otherwise would have been used for
regular teacher salaries. Therefore, the intent of
the legislation needselarrriing-

Paragraph Patterns

Expositor) paragraphs use three organizational pat-
terns: (1) enumeration, (2) comparison, and (3) defini-
tion (classification). The t) pe cl information in the
paragraph dictates the pattern.

ENUMERATION

Enumeraticat paragraphs list the details in one of
t h rev possible orders: (1) time (ehrotiologieally),
(2) pave (by location). or (3) importance (as the details
relate to one another from !east to most important or
the revers).

Time

4 Space

nn inception of the loan program through
June 30, 1971, HI A made 1.455 loans totaling
about 8.120.9 million to 1,315 cooperatives.
HI \ states that, in changing the order of
priorities for mailable poverty funds, 411.:0 and
the (Wire of Management and Budget derided
to discontinue the program on June 30. 1971.
As of December 31, 1972. H was servicing
111 cooperatives which still had active loans.

IA maintains II State offices -serving the 0
States, the Dishict of Columbia, Puerto Itico.
and the Virgin Islands and about 1.700 count)
ffiees. Each State office is headed lA * * * a
director who is responsible for all programs
within his territory. The county din each
under a count) supervisor, serve all agrieultural
counties. Applications for all loans are made to
the count) or State offices. (:omit) alive
operations are rew iewed i. 1:11.1 district super-
visors and other HI A State office official. :.

Itnportanre

At the other high school, a rycle II int.rn was
dismissed because he had maintained reading
material in the elassroom whirl' the sehool
board considered to be in bad taste. Following
his dismissal, two other et (1..11 interns resigned
at that school and 14 percent of the %lexical!.
Welkin) students staged a 3-week walkout.

COMPARISON

Details in comparison paragraphs also are enumer-
ated: hilt the details of two or more ideas are arranged
alongside each other so the reader can comre them.

Parallel undocumented development is a strut
egy for purchasing new weapons systems which
requires (I) competitive engagement through-
out the substantive stages of development.
(2) contractor selection based on demonstrated
hardware jorformance. and (3) deferred techni-
cal documentation until the w inning contractor
is selected. Directed technology licensing. on
the other hand, amount, to a licensing clause
inserted in development contracts for hardware
that ran be purehased competitive!). The clause
gives the Government the right to purchase 4
comititive bid after the hardware design is
stabilized. If the contraetor loses out in the
bidding. he must transfer his data and technical
know-how to the winning firm.

DEFINITION

definition paragraph is a 11) brid the t..11 previous

ways of structuring. It puts an idea or object in a clams

and then. by any of the three wa) s (time. space, awl
importance) used to order details. it distinguishes the
idea or object from others in its class bs presenting One

more special marks or traits. The following paragraph

describes two ronstruetion methods.

Besides leasing or purchasing structure. 1.11:%s
ma% acquire public housing by having projects
constructed under the conventional method or
the turnke method. Under the turnkey
method, the' 1.111 contracts with a developer to
purcham a completed project. The deyeloir is
responsible for the site. the design. and the
emistruct ion.

Checking Paragraphs

The best and quickest w a% for the writer to check
each paragraph is to took for coherence. logic. unit) ,
and emphasis.

Coherence Do all sentewes /1106 :ailootill% from
one to another? Are there smooth transitions from
paragraph to paragraph?

Logic ' ideas follow in orderl) sequene?
Unity 1)nes vaii :.4.ntn eontrilaite soll to the

main idea in that paragraph?
Emphasis is the main point of the oaragraph clear?
there a iated (or implied) topic sentence about %Ilk',

all the other sentences resolve'! Does that point slick
with the reader a- In' to the 114AI piiragrilpi



CHAPTER VI

Building Sentences

The English sentence is a collection of nouns. verbs.
modifiers, and ronnertives arranged the way people talk
or write to each other. Written sentence patterns grow
familiar through frequent use and become so much a
part of speech and thought that changing the basic
patterns (syntax) ran confuse the reader.

With a little knowledge and a lot of practice,
report writer ran become a good sentence analyst.

any

A writer ran improve his st) le by using the foll ing
sentence patterns and adjusting them to specific
purposes.

Noun and verb. (The staff arrived at the audit
site.)

(The and:tor examined the re
port.)

(The oilier gave the auditor th
report )

(The and for is an expert.)

Noun-verb-mnin.

Noun-linking
verb-noun.
mn-linking
verb-adverb.

Noun-linking
verb-adjective.

(The auditor is here.)

(The auditor is well trained.)

These live sentene patterns can be varied by (1)
inverting (asking a question instead of making a state-
ment), (2) ( xpanding (adding modifiers and using com-
pound verbs and sentences), (3) substituting (using
dependent clauses and phrases for what might otherwise
be a sentence), and (4) transforming (making the sen-
trot pa.ive rather than active).

How can the simple seta, "l'he auditor examined
the account'. be varied?

I. Inverting.

2. Expanding.

3. Substituting.

4. Transforming.

(Did the auditor examine the
account!)
(The auditor, who arrived and
examined the account * * *.)
(The amount which the auditor
examined had two major errors.)
(The account was examined by
the auditor.)

['sing the five sentence patterns and four variations,
the writer must compose simple, compound, complex,
or compound-complex types of sentences.

Simple Subject with verb and direct
object (complement). (Both
bu) er and seller examined the
property.)

Subjeet a..d rb with direct
object and in lire( object
(romplemem manager
assigned a I3,00() -pound
marketing quota to Island
headquarters.)

Two situ plc sentences
independent dauscs joined
by a conjunction.
(The Department had not
compiled accurat data. and
its reports were overstated.)

Compound

23
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Complex I tele dependent clause and one
independent clause. (It heavy
loss s ovn,- the (:overnment
will enter the investigation.)

Compoundcomplex-110111.14kt'; clause and de.
pendent clause joined to
seemed independent clause by
a conjunction. (The decision is
not easy since the strategy
may not be effitive until
much later. and the situation
sometimes changes.)

The paid writer builels 1111011 thew kr sentenee pat-
terns. variations. and ty pea.

Syntax And Style

Through many writing eperienr*:. the writer knows
the value of Using active, rather than passive. voice (see
pp. 2.4-23). of reporting the message rather that who
found it (see p. 25). and of writing clear. concise
sentences which sparingl% use it is. there are, that, and
which dower, (Nee pp. b and 27). Ile also avoids using
too many words (see pp. 30-31). showy words (see
pp. 31.3;2). or too many prepositions ,see p. 29).

lie knows that any word %%Web does not name. show
action. modify or connect is prolud a freeloader and
should be thrown out. Ile knew. s which part of the
selektive is the most efftive for emphasizing k ideas.
In a short. simple. sentence. the key idea (the subject)
should come fir4. In the longer complex and compound-
complex Sellte'llVe:., the most prominent position for the
ke idea is nsualh at the end.

The lllowing sections list the sentence problems the
writer can avoid if learns how to effectively use the
basic patterns. variations, and t pea of sentences. Some
examples include more than one problem. but the
discussion w ill be limited to the most obvious flaw.

Syntax Cures

PASSIVE VOICE

verb is in the active voice when the subject i:, doing
the acting. 1 verb is in the passive voice when the
subject is being acted upon or is the result of the at lion.

installer :

.24

subject verb direct object
limes resigned the dogcatcher post. (Activ voice)

pred, nom. subject
The dogcatcher post was resigned l% Jones. (Passive

voice )

The passive voice should be used only for good
reasonwhen the doer is unimportant, unknown, or
obvious or when the receiver of the action is empha-
sized. The doerthe subject often becomes the object
of a preposition and the verb takes on helping words.
Taking emphasis away from the doer weakens the action
and contributes to wordiness.

The department furnished the data. (Active voice)
The data was furnished by the department. (Passiv

voice)
The Government consolidated the insurance offices.

(Active voice)
The Insurance offices were consolidated by the

Coyernment. (Passive voice)

Once a writer decides on voice within carte sentence.
he should stay with it Spasmodically changing voice
distracts the reader from the message because he has to
reverse his thought process. as in the following lengtb
Sw lamer . It is aetive until the word desirable, then the
action suddenly reverses itself. The department must
take its rightful place as the subject of its clause, and
excess verbiage must be nut.

(Original passivevAcf change) We believe that,
although revision of its method of funding, as
previously recommended, is desirable!, addi-
tional action should be taken by the depart-
ment to strengthen the management of the
foreign building program, even if it ehoosts not
to revise the funding operation.

(Revised active) The Department should man-
age the foreign building program better, even if
it chooses not to revise the funding operation.

Switching from the arias, to the passive voice may
also lead to a dangling phrase, word, or clause which
may not connect to the part it is supposed to modify. In

the following sentence the introductory !dim does not
modify the subject of the sentence, the question.

(Original passivedangler) In arriving at the
amounts of necessary adjustments of Federal
payments, the question concerning the nurse
staffing should be resolyed.
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(Revised active)
melds. the seeme
staffing problem.

The loass4c voice
thought b% placing the
the following sentence
and verb.

loh. I

11....1 II Io\o; '11;.CES

SIN -TAV! NiEvER
BELIEVED -THEY
WOULD Go-THAT FAR.

p

Before adjusting Federal pay -

tars should resolve the nurse

may also interrupt the
subject too far from the

20 words separate the

reader's
verb. In
subject

(Original passivesplit idea) Basic information
concerning the 10 California contractors who
were to provide employment opportunity in
the I.. \. area and who were covered in our
review is tm n
(Revised active) Following is information we
developed on 10 California contractors who
were to provide jobs in the I .A. area.

Some. passive sentenees cause the reader to lose his way.
In the following ntnee the reader must put together

.11111111111111111011IIIMII
.Nowal

the pieces, as in a jigsaw !puzzle, and the real subject is
anybody 's gu,ss.

(Original passive) The Embassy's response gave
clear indication that serious problems exist in
connection with implementation of projects
and programs and that specifics with respect to
individual projects -- which are needed to be
known to suggest corrective action are lacking.

(Revised active) until the Embassy knows more
about individual projects and how they operate,
it cannot correct the problem.

SELF-CONSCIOUS SENTENCE

one common hazard in report writing is the writer's
continually calling attention to his source of informa-
tion. Once the writer has identified the source. he does
not have to remind the reader of it at the beginning of
ever% sentence. If he must include the source. he should
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subordinate it to the rest of the details and 'dare it in
the middle of the sentence. The five sentences below
have seYen slf-references Ore or our). The revised
sentences emphasise the meaning. rather than the
source. of infirtnatin and have utth olte sell-referenee.

or the error.; that we found during
our review were the result of Hunan error on

part of base-level personnel. we l'Xilinilled
into the staffing and training of personnel
offices %I' visited. We found that the total
number of persons assigned was generally equal
to the total number of manpower spaces
authority&

However, at several LISIII/s there were person-
nel shortages in the sellervisory positions. her
example. at one O. We 101111d that 1.4

supervisory positions were not filled and that
1'_' more apprentice personnel were assigned
than were authorized. At another (:RM). we
found that the position of the Chief. CI PO,
had been vacant intermittently for almost 2
yeas.
(A revision) The number of persons assigned to
the five krersonnel offices we visited usually
agreed with the total spaces ant Quist. Several
(:M), nerd fewer supervisors and more appren-
tices that, authorised. At another. the position
of chief had been intermittently vaant for
almost 2 years.

Here again, undue st'l f-nference dilutes the force of
the important conclusion.

Our position is in complete agreement with
these guidelines. We believe that it is incumbent
on the industry or municipality seeking to
provide less than secondary treatment to docu-
ment that the lesser degree of treatment will
provide for water quality enhancement com-
mensurate with proposed present and future
water uses. We believe also that any industry or
municipality which is allowed to provide less
than secondary treatment should be advised
that. if circumstances change as a result of
population grs th and/or industrial expansion.
it may be required to upgrade its treatment
fall! it les.

Without altering the main point, the passage could
read:

Ur agree completely with these guideline's. The
industry or municipality prosiding les., than
srondary treatment should establish that lesser
treatment "will provide for water quality en-
haneemeot eommensnrate with proposed pres-
ent and future water uses.- Any industry or
timmuipality pro% Wing treatment should

2t)

be told it might have to upgrade its facilities to
provide for p(qmlation growth and industrial
expansion.

Remember. NU-referencing hides the true subject of a
sentence, confuses the reader, and gives the report an
unnecessarily defensive tome Tod, the sourer of infor-
mation into subordinate phrases and you will solve the
problem.

IT IS AND THERE ARE CONSTRUCTIONS

Some famous writers have made good use of it and
there constructions. "And there were. in the same
country , shepherds abiding in the field. keeping watch
aver their flock by night." (Luke 2:3) But report writers
will do well to he direct. It and there widenee
constructions add tuineeer.ar words and conceal the
true subject, as illustrated below.

Further. ji is nut dear to the committee
members whether or not the ADP community
desires a standard interlace.
(A my/1Am) The (Inninktee members are not
sure whether the Al P community- wants a
standard format.

There for a sentence opener can also lead to
difficulty.

There: were roam areas and items of efillifittleilt
itt this plant that appeared to us to be unsuit
able for use in the preparation of foe l
products,
(A revision) Nlany areas and items of epliptnent
appeared unsuitable for preparing food
prdnets.

The it construction eau also lead to insoked NM
tenses like this one

It appears from our review tint the Depart
mint's determination of wage rates rights fur
federally financed housing onstnetion, at die
Department prior to I968, has generall

federally financed housing construction
as similar to commercial building constructic
and has generally prescribed the union-
negotiated wage rates fur commercial building
construction as a prevailing rate for housing
construction.
(A revision) Before I9611 the Department usu
all set the saute stagy rate for FreferallY
fin.nwed housing us the union - negotiated rates
fur wnitiercial building e(oistrittion.



SUBORDINATION

When idea:. an not % ell ordered. the are hidden, as
in the follow ing e%ample.

The 10 administrative positions which we
believe can he eliminated were added over the

ears since the company rattle into being 40
ears ago.

(A revision) Since its start 40 years ago, the
ronpiln Iles. added 10 administrative positions
which. we !slime. can no% be eliminated.

or
Ten of the administrative positions added over
the past 41) nears ran is eliminated.

- fairl shouts out its maw idea unless it is
obscured irrelevunt. supplementary information. In
g(11011 menieneeS, less important ideas are subordinate to
more important OM'S. Less important ideas ran be
tuck into unassuming places. as shown in this revision.

4140
4741/41

44S
CLEAR

l' ART I I-111 '11.11ING SENTENCES

Subordination can introduce other sentence diffi-
cultic?, 4 r having mastered subordination. the writer
must not overdo it, for often excessive subordination
produces untwressaril long sentences. Although effec-
tive ?entences in teelmieal reports sometimes exceed 50
words. an average earilye length of 20 words is
preferred for elarit .

Whatever the R111010. length. the most important
idea should be either at the beginning or at the end, or it
can be introduced at th beginning and eotnpleted at the
end. The middle of the sentence holds supporting ideas
and incidental details which are often needed for
referencing.

In an introductory position. the subordinating words
like although, since, &rause, and despite show how
important the ideas are. (Too often contrasts are set up
in two sentences linked by however.) The subordinating
words. which add variet and which are more precise
and effective. could have been used in this sentence.

F
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Ay did nut make an overall evaluation of the
administration and results of the titl I program

lino to enable us to eonfirm the validity
the above..0d conclusions. Vie did. however.
evaluate a number of areas of administration in
which there were opportunities for strength-
ening management controls. Our findings and
recommendations pertaining to these matters
are distmed in the following chapters of this
report.
(A revision) Although we did not evaluate the
administration and results of the title I program
in Ohio well enough to validate our eon
elusions. we did note management controls
could he strengthened. thir findings and rer,,,,
mendat ions follow

The Medicaid program in California became
effective %larch 1. 1966. and is referred to as
Nita leal.

(A revision) Effective Nlarh I. 1966, the
Xlelicaid program was started in California and

as named Medical.

In the example below , does not accomplish objectives

is far different in form and connotation from does not
appear to be justified and therefore cannot be connected
h and. The solution is to subordinate.

1ecordingly. the use of Federal funds to
finance training in such jobs does not accom-
plish the stated objertives of the JOBS program
and does not appear to be justified.

(A revision) I sing Federal funds to finance
such training appears unjustified because the
people trained in these skills do not meet 'BS*

program objective.

The independent clauses in the following compound

sentence do not belong together because they are not

related.

Files in the agency office showed that records
had been kept since 1930, and the agency has
an excellent credit rating.

The only was to correct the sentence is to
divide it.

DANGLING PHRASE

SonietiMes a writer places a group ofwordsusuall a
modifying nhrase--in the wrong place: not next to the

word it is supposed to trmdify . In a sense. this is a
sentence order pohlrer (e pp. 27-28) but with enough

difference to rate its own classification. The best was to
describe the problem is to show it at work, as in these

eaniplcs,

28

Lewitt residents will be in charge of the curious
offices under the direction of the liase officer.
(A revision) !meal residents. tinder the direction
4,1 the Base officer. will be in charge of the
various offices.

eer

dditional infOrmatin limn the committee
which describes the prekct must he ended
before s,eing sent ahead.

(A revision) Additional informatient, which
ncsrille:: ills project and which comes from the
committee. must be coded before being sent
ahead.

OVERLOADED SENTENCES

An inexperienced writer often adds one idea to
another without showing how the ideas relate. The extra
ideas distract the reader from the main point. as in the
follow ing example.

mbasss officials informed us that. because the
lessors were generally out of the county and
were difficult to contae : and because it was
often difficult to persuade them to make the
IlfCeNbal) repairs and because the repairs were
needed iminediateb, the '...inbasees had made
the repairs.

(A revision) Embassy officials repaired the
poorly maintained buildings. either because the
lessors would not do eae or because they were
difficult to contact.

The sentence is improved because the unneese4ar
process description has been deleted.

OVERMODIFICATION

In each wntence below, the underscored word is
mineermar), becalm*. it adds nothing to the other words
it is supposed to modify. The underscored words are as
ridiculous as the expression the honest truth, although
Clot as obvi.,us.

I. The application was subsee 'wink approved
on Nlarch l8. (Was improve( is sufficient.)

2. Our review was aimed r.4 ifically at that
problem. (If it was aimed. it would be
spedfie.)

3 Accurate forecasts of attendance are ex-
tremely important. (There are no degree's of
importance in this context: it either is or

1. The management control of the diners is
the overall responsibility * * *. (Manage-
ment assumes its control is overall.)



5. The department took significant worthwhile
action * * *. (All worthwhile action should
be significant.)

6. The management directed our particular
attention to * * (All of Our attention es

irrticular.)'he installation is located in close proximity.
to San Diego. (Proximity means close or
near.)

8. The use of compatible materials is currently
being studied. Os means currently.)

The way to avoid unnecessary intensifiers is to ask if
the intensifier changes the meaning. If it adds only a
minor variation, it should be. dropped.

PREPOSITIONAL DECAY

Prepositions are important because they join ideas
and distinguish important ideas from the less important
ones. They improve. syntax. An effective writer avoids
hooking prepositional phrase onto prepositional phrase,
because of the freight-train effect they produce.

KOA authorizes financial assistance to public
agents or private organizations EE programs
which may include economic and business
development programs. including programs
which offer financial and other incentives to
business to locate in or near the areas served, to
provide employment opportunities for residents
in those. areas.

(A revisiv, . the meaning is not clear but- )
KOA finances public and private programs
designed to help business locate in high-
unemploy ment areas.

Too many prepositions also give a sentence an ovedy
qualified tone.

The General Accounting Office has reviewed
claims made lay the State of California under
the Medicaid Program for Federal funds to pay
a portion of the cost of skilled nursing care
provided to individuals in State institutions for
the mentally retarded.

(A revision) G reviewed California Medicaid
claims for skilled nursing care that was provided
to mentally retarded persons in State insti-
tution.

1% hen a sentence is afflicted with prepositional decay,
its true subject may be buried, lost, or disguised as the
object of the prepsition. That violates the sentence
pattern. In the following paragraph. abstractions, such as
efforts and approach. arc given places of honor. Even
though the pattern in the third sentence is normal
(subjectverb-object). little is communicated because the
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real meaning lies somewhere in the phrases to the
systems work and making needed or desirable changes.
The paragraph should be recast, giving the subjects their
proper places and cutting out the abstraction.

The General Accounting Office has continued
its effort to improve financial management
cooperating wi th agency officials in the de-
velopment and review of statements of account-
ing principles and standards and of the design
and operations of their accounting systems.
These efforts include consultants, circulation of
examples of good financial management prac-
tices, and review of agency systems work
provides the basis for making needed or desir-
able changes.

(A revision) GAO cooperates with agency offi-
cials in designing and operatingWir accounting
systems and in reviewing accounting principles
and standards. It consults agency officials,
circulates examples of good management prac-
tices, and reviews agency systems submissions.
This progressive approach establishes a basis for
making needed changes.

The revision has 5 prepositions doing the work of the
12 used in the original version. By eliminating the
unnecessary prepositional phrases, the reader gets the
same message in 44, rather than 74. words.

DILUTE VERBS

In English. a writer can interchange nouns and verbs
by changing suffixes. A strong verb can he changed to a
weak noun or verb by adding so (fixes like -iv. -ise. and
.ation. A Government favorite determine (a strong
verb), is transformed into determination (a weak noun)
and used in the v ,rb position. By diluting the verb, the
writer can no longer just determine tionwthing- he has to
make a determination of it. Note how the dilute form
stretches out the thought, force's the writer to use the
extra verb makes and sets up the sentence for prepo-
sitional decay-the of is sitting there waiting to trap the
true subject or object c the sentence. These traps and
the dilute verbs that set them up are commonplace in
Government writing.

INS.sis responsible for administration and en-
forcement of immigration and nationality laws
relating to the admission. exclusion and depor-
tation of aliens and the naturalization of aliens
lawfully resident in the United States.

There is a lot going on in this sentence besides dilute
verbs, but let's start there. Note how dilute verbs force
the writer to use prepositional phrases. Why not write:

29
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(A revision) INS administers and enforces immi-
gration and nationalit% laws. It admits. ex-
cludes. and deports aliens and naturalizes aliens
legally residing in the United States.

The dilute verb is responsible for is not working. r4)

delete it. The dilute verbs administration (of) and

enforcement (of) are both eliminated by changing them
to active forms administers and enforces. Relating to
means on but neither is needed. Admission (al), depor-
tation of. and naturalization of. are all dilute verbs and
ran be eliminated by using the alike form of the verb
that is buried in the dilute verb. Dilute verbs do not
violate English grammar. but they do obscure communi-
cation. In eficient.% and effeeti% mess and 'women]% they
score low. Worse set. dilute verbs keep bad COMpiltl by
promoting the passive voice and prepositional (levity. A
list of dilute %IA, forms and their alternatives begins on

Page

REDUNDANCY

Some writers treat rdundaney and wordiness as one
common problem. because of the unique was in % bleb
writers overload their commlinieat ions. Each can be
dealt with as separate but related problem. To differen-
tiate: when a writer repeats ideas using either the same
or different words. he is redundant: when he uses the
same word over and over. or when he uses too man%
different words to express one idea. he is wordy .

Redundaney is practiced by a writer who believes
that written directives make people behave believe in
white magic. Stich a writer assumes that. if he makes his
point enough times. the idea is true. clear. and believable
and that no one would quote it out of context. as is
illustrated by this example.

30

We estimate that D(tt) mold have saved 50
million by utilizing the unused spare on M AC
airrraft for HIM lug part of the unaccompanied
baggage transported renumereiall% between
CON US and points in the Parific and South -
w est %via during calendar y ear Mete.

the saline page of the report was this sentence.

Our review showed that savings of about $6
million could have been realized by utilizing the
unused space on II : aircraft for baggage
shipments w hielt had been tendered to commer-
cial earriers her movement between (:(1\ 1.` and
points in the Pacific and Southwest ksia during
calendar ear VIM).

0

Here the redundancy was caused by a poorly organized
story . Correct the problem by reorganizing the page and
eliminating one of the sentences.

Redundancy also occurs when a writer states the
positive and then the negative side of a condition or
issue. In belaboring the obvious. be unintentionally
ILSSUI Hirt+ that a simply stated message is unclear and
suggests that the reader is unable to see the negative side
of the positive statement, as in the following example.

It iqepears that a successful attempt to coordi-
nate system development would require less
development time.

The statement is followed on the same page by this
wet .e statement.negative

!low ever. we recognize that unsuccessful
attempts to coordinate systems development
could result in expending a considerable
amount of time without being any closer to the
goal.

If success saved time. failure would not. To correct the
problem. use one statement or the other.

Word% writing is caused by using more words than
needed to express One idea. One of the more obvious
signs of such writing is repetition or a word in a sentence
or series of sentence's. as in this sentence.

We noted that there were some factors which
seemed to have similar if not identical purposes.
The two Inilleipal such factors were the safety
factor and the depot sto=ctor.

Obviously . the word factor is the culprit here. The
sentence could be improved as follows:

(A revision) The depot-stock and safety factors
seemed to serve the same purpose.

SOMetillis the difference between redundancy and
wordiness is not so clear, the following examples may
illustrate a combination of the two working together.

t hir review was not directed specifically toward
an evaluation of the quality of instruction
provided students in ODSS. however. we did
note several factors w hich indirectly serve as a
commentary on the quality of instruction.

(A revision) Although we did not evaluate the
quality of instruction in ODSS. we did identify
some standards for evaluating it.

The Government has joined with other
governments to form the .niversal Postal

Mon consisting of 126 member countries. The
( niversal Postal Union is one of the specialized
agencies of the I oiled Nations. The purpose of



the Universal Postal Union is to ensure the
organization and improvement of the various
postal services and to promote. in that sphere,
the de% elopment .4 international cooperation.
The Universal Postal Union normall% meets
every 3 yean, to review and revise its con-
%ention, regulations. and other agreements. The
United States has participated in the Universal
Postal I. nion since July 1. 1915.

(A revision) &long with 123 other countries,
the l sited States belongs to the Universal
Postal I. nion. a specialized agency of the
United Nations, which meets every 5 years.
Since July 1, 1913, the United State has
participated in this organization whose purpose
is to improve postal services and to promote
international cooperation.

The territory of each regional office is divided
into circuits. Circuit officers in charge have
responsibility for supervising the inspectors
assigned to plants in their circuits.

(A revision) The territory of each regional
office is divided into circuits whose officers
supervise plant inspectors.

Diction Cures

ABSTRACT WORDS

In an attempt to impress readers, some writers use
agency in talk or technical words. Such words as
individualized containerization potential" or insti-
tutionalized budgetary approximations can be under-
st kt Ili I MI be tit: people who can break the code. If
these words are not explained, the reader grasps for their
meaning.

The best way to keep from indiscriminately using
abstract or technical words is to find substitutes for
them or to define them (probably in parentheses
following the term).

Here is an example of abstract terms on the loose.

To effect the consolidation. it would be neces-
sary to incur nonrecurring costs of about $2.3
million.
(A revision) ttne-thre consolidation costs would
be about $2.3 million.

JARGON

Jargon is used by an otherwise informed writer who
thinks jargon can add scholarship to a report and make
the writing more attractive. tint jargon is showy and
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uninformative and it distracts rather than attracts an
informed reader, as time sentence below illustrates.

The Deputy Secretary of Defense in slay 1966
initiated an inquiry into the situation and
directed that immediate steps be taken to
ensure that minimum necessary basic and sup-
lmental textbooks be available for the open-

ing of the school year (966-67.

Just which words are jargon? Initiated, inquire,
directed ensure, and supplemental. Other words, such as
minimum necessary and basic and supplemental, are
abstract terms, rather than jargon. Here is the above
sentence with the jargon and abstract terns removed.

(A revision) In May 1966 the Deputy Secretary
of Defense asked school officials to order only
the number of textbooks needed for the
1966-67 school year.

A list of useful synonyms for overused jargon begins
on page 53.

!IDIOMATIC EXPRESSION

An idiom is a word which, through continued use,
becomes acceptable in certain geographic regions. Re-
port writers should use standard English and not idioms.
Prepositional idioms cause the most difficulty. For
example, the verb agree could take four different
prepositions, each with a different meaning.

We agree in principle.
They cannot agree on the plan.
They agree to the schedule.
The auditor and his manager agree with us.

There are no rules for identifying idiomatic prepo-
sitions xcpt to use the dictionary.

LATIN TERMS

No longer are readers impressed by the number and
variety of Latin terms and abbreviations a writer can
include in his report. Such Latin terms as per annum and
et cetera are on their way out. Synonyms for Latin
terms can be found on pages to

Words are latinized mainly through their suffixes. An
air of stuffiatims will engulf the reader when he reads too
many nonaction words ending with lion. tious, and ize.

Perhaps the only time Latin terms are preferred to
English terms is in such legalisms as writ of habeas
corpus, nolo contendere. post moron', subpoena. and in
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loco parentis. 4111 occasion, a writer must use some terms
which are well known and which have no substitutes
such as ad hoe, aqueduct, arena, summa rum :wide,
Min, opus, rerhatim, italicized, 1' even hypothesis.

TRITE EXPRESSIONS

Expressions like contingent upon, extent to which,
and with respect to are special types of pompous. stuffy
writing called gobbledygook by those who prefer an
uncluttered message.

The writer can avoid these expressions by using
alternative words or by changing the sentence so the
expression is not needed. The phrase with respect to in
the paragraph below is only one of many stork phrases
and expressions found in t;overnment reports.

With respect to auditor reenlitmnt, an official
of the Bureau's (tierce of Personnel informed us
that the Bureau had advertismi internal auditor
positions in the Federal Times and by word of
mouth.

(A revision) %n official of the Bureau's Office
of Personnel told us time Bureau had recruited
internal auditors by advertising in the Federal
Times and by word of HIoath.

The follow ing sentence illustrates what happens when
these cliches cril in.

We belie% e that direct and adequate supervision
from Washington has not been supplied as
evidenced b% as discussed above time amount
of nonandit work performed by the regional
audit staff at the di..meretion of the Deputy
Commissioner and as evidenced bY, as discussed
below, the audit coverage.

(A revision) More direct supervision from Wash-
ington would help the regional staff broaden its
audit coverage.

Many more trite. expressions. along with suggestions
for either removing them or replacing them with
acceptable substitutes, are listed on pages :33 to :1,4.

TROUBLESOME WORDS

1 writer often borrows freely from the ocabulary of
his superiors. Sometimes this %dorks against him because
he finds it hard to eliminate a mall) good word that is
carrying no meaning in the context of the passage. So
the word just keeps knowing off the page again and
again. 1 list of troublesome words begins on page 9.

32

Two particularly troublesome words are that and
which. Sometimes that and which are unavoidable. but
too many sliconsious sentences beginning with we
noted that, we believe that, and we found that do not
allow for a variety of r411trnee patterns. Following are
some examples of sentences with thatitis and which-itis.
Sometimes the writer can correct such Sentenlti by
deleting the offending words.

These included 32 plants that were staffed by
C&MS inspeetors and 8 Talmadge-Aiken plants
which were generally staffed by State in-

specton.
(A revision) C&11S inspectors staffed 32 plants,
and State inspeetors usually staffed the 8
Talmadge- Aiken plants.

Or be ran change the offending that or which clause to a
participial or prepositional phrase.

The guide states that experience indicates that
about 44) percent 7Trthor.r assisted will commit
themselves to a definite date for the application
of their new practice.
(A revision) Aecording to the guide. experience
shows 40 lreent of those assisted commit
themselves to a definite date for apply ing their
new practice.

Ile proposed a program which called for quali-
fied instructors* * *.
(A revision) Ile proposed a program calling for
qualified instructors * * *.

It appears that and the fart that constructions often
had to inside-out messages. In the following excerpt. the
effect and the rause are the same thing. 1 on might
practice putting this message straight.



It appears to us that the incompleteness of
information is attributable to the fact that
program guidelines and procedures do not
specify that all major factors and the amount of
emphasis placed on them will be documented
when program personnel make decisions regard-
ing quantities lof files released.

To correct this kind of a sentence, it must be recast.
First the guidelines either are or are not complete, so
why try to squeeze by the referecer with a hedge (the
first 15 words). The it appears gives the sentence a
defensive time which makes the reader wonder if the
writer knows what he is talking about. The revision
below states the idea as a fact. If the statement, however
hedged. cannot be supported, it has no business being in
the report.

(A revision) ARS guidelines neither list all the
important factors nor assign priorities to them
so personnel can decide how many files to
release.

Sometimes the writer uses that anu which as catchall
pronouns without letting the reader know which words
are related. as in the sentence below.

Comments were received from of the 10
contractors from Los Angeles and from the
investment banking firm which had been con-
sidered in the applicable sections of the report.

Does which refer to comments, contractors, or invest-
ment banking firm? Only the writer knows!

Form Cures

INVOLVED CONSTRUCTION

Sentences become involved when the writer violates
the natural word order of the sentence by inserting a
series of related but nonessential information between
the subject. verb, and object. Evidently the writer of this
sentence was follow ing the time-honored rule of poor
writing: "Never use a word if a phrase will do; never use
a phrase if a clause will do."

The Assistant Secretary stated that recruiting
was one of the chi. problems of those CPs in
which recruiting functions were performed for
CEP by other agencies, particularly if the
agency was the State employment service, as it
was in Detroit. since the operational concept of
CEP was to provide services to the individual
person, whereas the concept a the employ-
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meat service was to serve the employer by
sending him the employees he wanted.

(A revision) The Assistant Secretary said re-
cruiting was a source of conflict because CEPs
allowee: other agencies to recruit for them. h.
Detroit, the agency was the State employment
service. Conflict arose because the operational
concept of CEP was to serve the individual but
the concept of the employment service was to
serve the emp',,,yer by sending him the em-
ployees he waitml.

MONOTONOUS STYLE

An occasional short sentence helps break the mo-
notony of long sentences. But a series of short, childish
sentences, such as those in the example, quickly bore the
reader as the report goes jerkily on its way.

The regional office sent two reports. One report
was 3 years old. The other report was written
this year.

(A revision) The regional office sent a 3-year-
old report and one written last year.

An even more serious problem is repeating the same
pattern in sentence after sentence until the reader goo:
to sleep. "The officer said * * *. The officer reported
* * *. The report implied * **. The report covered,* **ti

NONPARALLEL STRUCTURE

Parallel thought should be in parallel form. A series
may consist of all words, all phrases. or all clauses, but
they should not be mixed up. An infinitive may not
cohabit with a gerund, nor a participle with a prepo-
sitional phrase. Clauses joined by conjunctions must
coordinate by being exactly alike in value. In the
following sentence a single word. origin. is paired with a
whole clause. The revision eliminates the problem and
makes the sentence parallel.

Let us consider the origin of the accounting
profession and how far it has progressed.

(A revision) IA us consider how the accounting
profession originated and miressed.

The following list is not parallel because items I, 3.
and 1. begin with the present tense of the imperative
verb, item 2 begins with a participial phrase. and item 5
begins with a prepositional phrase.
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The participants agreed the statement. should
be developed along the following lints,

I. Present I 1.S. worldwide objectives in the
health

2 Bearing in mind what the I tilted States is
doing to reach those objectives, decide what
WHO should do also.

3. Indicate priorities for the items shown for
WM).

4. Show ..hat is to be the relative magnitude of
the C.S. support for the selected Wilt
priority activities over the tit 3, 5, and 8

ears.
3. Insofar as possible. outline strateg% , tactics,

and specific courses of action to be pursued
by the I .S. Government to itniblement its
goals for WI I11

This list can he made parallel by putting all the items
in the same form starting item 2 with deride and item
with outline. But careful reading will show that the

items are vague and abstract. The w hole list should be

recLit.

St' BJ ECT-V ERB AGREEMENT

Sometimes the subject is so far from the verb that the
writer forgets about subjeet-verb agreement. The prob-
lem usuall arises when the writer separates the subject
and verb w ith a low phrase. In the sample below the

verb are should agree in number with the sieject
pnieedure.

The procedure. to carry out the financial ar-
rangements are carefully checked.

(A revision) The procedure to carry out the
financial as uttl!..111111,, is carefully- checked.

SIMPLISTIC THOUGHTS

Any sentne which Insults the intellioenee of the
reader by telling him something obvious is called a
simplistic sentence. hn. example: The I .S. Army and
Navy maintain their fighting strength through the use of
military weapons."

Simplistic sentences mav not always be so obvious.
But in the following example the reader is told in the

second sentence what he read in the first.

(*.MIS personnel were .rejecting for use some
unclean equipment and areas and were calling
the attention of plant management to various
unsatisfactory conditions. Through such meats-
tire, the occasional warning letters. CSAIS
personnel were try ing to bring Anna improved
sanitation through persuasion.

(A revision) To improve sanitation, CANIS
personnel rejected some unclean equipment and
floor areas, notified plant managers of unsatis-
factory conditions. and sent out warning
letters.

The good writer guards against a simplistic sentence
because he will surely the reader.

3 1/3 6134



PART III

Handbook Of Suggestions For Report Writers

Introduction

Part III is a resource section with aids and various lists of alternatives to the traditional
gbhled gook discussed in the earlier parts.

This section gives the auditor a plan to diagnose sentences and paragraphs for possible
writing weaknesses. Once the weaknesses are identified the writer can select alternative

ords and vressions which can be substituted for those being overused. To be
effective, Part III must be used as ou write. Part III contents are:

Analyzing Sentences With Text- s Tab I
Expressions: A Review
Words: A Review
Titles

Tab II
Tah III
Tab IV



TAB I

Analyzing Sentences With Text-Rays

Another writer can best evaluate your manuscript and
suggest improvements. You can, however, analyze your
own manuscript by Text-rays; with practice, you can
analy Ze it without Text-rays.

Text-rays, although not a total panacea for analysis,
help to highlight some relatively simple writing prob-
lems. You can use the same approach for a complex
sentence analysis, including word choice, wordiness,
emphasis, and sentence patterns.

Practice using Text-rays. Randomly select three or
four pages from your latest manuscript and follow the

.4 nalyses

To check:

Sentence variety (length)
Paragraph length
(;omtna use
Other internal punctuation

Subject variety
Subject relationships
Spelling key words
Jargon or abstraction
Showy nouns
Pronoun reference

erb variety
Verb tense
Verb parallels
Subject -verb agreement
Showy verbs

Complements
Central idea and emphasis

simple steps listed below. The left column tells you what
can be checked through each step of the Text-ray; the
right column gives you the tracing procelo. The proems
can be at any point: from the very first step- checking
sentence length for varietyto the last of over two
dozen steps.

To begin the procedure, first place a sheet of tracing
paper over the copy you want to analyze. Double-spaced
typing works best; if the copy is single spaced, slide
tracing paper upward slightly before tracing each new
line. Then check the Text-ray as follows:

Tracing procedures

Do this:

Bracket each sentence I I to diminate need for end
punctuation and capitalization. Make a slash mark / for
each comma (not in numbers). Use actual punctuation
for all other internal marks.

Print each simple subject (no modifiers) and draw a
small box around it. Include noun phrases (gerunds and
infinitives).

Print each simple predicate (verb) including helpers and
"not." Then underline verb.

Print (do not underline) direct and indirect objects.
Include noun phrases (gerunds and infinitives) and any
words which tell what the subject is. that is, each
predicate adjective or nominative. Do not include
that-clauses (see next to last step).
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Conjunctions (number of)
Compound sentences
Compound subjects and Serbs

Prepositions

That construction

After This PointNo Words Printed

Nwnbcr and location of prepositional phrases.
Number and location of dependent modifying clauses.

Central idea and emphasis
Subject-verb modification

Active-passive voice

Place an x on each conjunction (eonneetive) except
Ott r.t. starting dependent elanses sinee, when).

Circle eiwh preposition and place letter P

Circle each that and place letter T inside. Include
omitted that.

Draw a wavy line (break for spaces) through each
mainled word in modifying prepositional phrases (prep-
osition through object) and all other nonessential (can
be removed without losing main thought) phrases and
clauses.

Draw a straight line through each remaining word
(mainly modifiers and that clause). Break line between
words.

Draw arrowheads at ends of the lines under transitive
verbs indicating ditection of action between subject/verb
and object (active as: passive

Three Main Text-Ray Analyses

If time does not allow checking all analyses areas (left
column above), manuscript tracings will consistently
show three persistent writing problems.

1. Prepositions and that construction. overused
diction.

2. Central ideas not emphasized syntax.
3. Sentences not variedform.

The first problem is easy to spot. Consider rewriting
any sentence having more than two prtisitioris. Also
check that constructions holding them to not more than
two on a page.
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Be sure the central idea is near the beginning or.
preferably . at the end. Never place the central idea in the

tud.ss the subject follows the comma after an
introduetlay dependent clause. Subject-verb combina-
tions such as we found and he stated are just citations
that bury the main idea in clauses and phrases. Re-
structure such sentences to feature information and not
citations.

Judge sentence pattern variety by the amount of
material between beginning and end brackets, the space
between numbered lines, the location of subjects and
verbs, and the changes of voice.

Text-Ray Models For Judging Sentences

The following brief report segment has been analyzed by Text-ray. The models focus
mainly on syntax. Except for models A and F and perhaps II and I -all have structural
weaknesses.

MODEL A

When the bank president arrived. he very carefully reviewed the ledgers.

reviewed _ledgers ]

Analysis: A sentence like this usually is good if not overused. It has good subordination
through an introductory clause, and the main point is emphasized.
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MODEL II

Inside of several weeks. the president. working day and night, found at least a dozen or
more diserptincies in the accounts, and this indieated someone was negligent.

BUD presided AA...pound X

ELM

Analysis: The first subject and verb are close enough (men four or five words apart is
acceptable). but placing the verb in the middle loses the point of emphasis.

MODEL C

Its the end of 2 weeks, the hank tellers were fired because of the bank president's
investigation.

tellers sere fired ®

%dialysis: This ty In Of sentence is very common- not too short, not too long. The
tendency here i. for aunt the subject and the verb to get lost. This is usually true of
passive voier .entene es.

MODEL

1t first the tellers. who felt that they were not given any chance to defend themsehes or
to have a fair trial or even a hearing. objected.

tellers A.A.^ (1) .ArO e%.A.A vas .A. r4..0 ® *6.%4%. .4%.00

X .A.A.0 a^. .10.A4ObjeCted]

X

1nahsis! The subject and verb are separated by too tnany words many of them
unnecessary. The main idea is fractured.

MODEL E

Thrlitli..) quit.

92q]

..
knaissis: h.rasionall% sntenees like this are useful for variety. Rut if most of y our

sentences are short, rom lune mime of them by compounding or subordinating.
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MODEL F

Because the. quit, they did not earr their ease to the court, and the gave up rather than
persist when they felt the were in the clear, the clerks quite elearl and damagingly
admitted guilt to the crime which the bank resident had accused them of without
ev idence.

..A.A.AA %A.A..

"AA.

AAA "AA

..".0. ..W .^.^.. 41011. I

A.A.A. 0.."..A.A.".A

XA."....^."..A.A.

AA.A..* ® ®

Analysis: The main weakness here is poor coordination of supporting information; one
detail is piled upon the next until the main point is lost, as described on page 28. Of
rouse, another problem, as in B, is that the main point isdeemphasized - tucked away in

the middle.

MODEL G

After investigating, we suggest a complete review since we do not feel that the bank clerks
were given a sufficient hearing whether or not it was carried to the court, which is
immaterial since every citizen is entitled to a fair trial.

RID omit-0110.
...6".1%. %A.A." 11. ..A.A.A.A..^.^.

radar _ft., Am". At". 4.06.111.0 (111) ANA./ A."..00 A.A./4A

AmAr. A.44.

44.A.AJ4rA.A. MAJ. 1 war".

"AAA"

Analysis: The main issue in this rather long sentence is stated too early. The reader can
forget the main point when so many other ideas are included. Here he is left with the idea
that each citizen should have a fair trialnot the point at all.

MODEL H

Our investigation, the facts in the case, and the circumstances which are death, evident
prove that the charge grew out of a vindictive feud.

C-

pairs es-
/X_

Analysis: The sentence lists a number of subjects, all hinging upon the same %H,. Here is
where problems in parallelism could arise. Check to see that each word in the subject is
parallel (same clam and number) and that the verb is plural to agree with the plural
subjects.
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MODEL. I

The bank's directors, being informed of the facts, should call a meeting, conduct a
hearing. and prow the charge to be true or false.

[_.

Moil X prove charge

(19 *Al call meetigpxoduct _

X014.A.A]

%Italy sis: Similar to II. this model illustrates the compound verb (a listing of actions). As
in H. problems in parallelism can occur.

MODEL I

Although it is not within our prerogative to subjugate any organization to our views. we
recommend a trial so the accused can he heard fairly in cognizance of their status as
citizens under the Constitution who ought not be charged with purloining monetary
resources without providing them an occasion at which to answer the charges.

(1!) .A.A.A.A.A.A. A.A.A.A.A.0 A.A. A.A.A.A.S.A.A. (110 A.A.^

recommod trial X .A.A. .A ...AM

(II!) .A.A. %A.A. Ai.ArA AA. .0 .A.A.".. ® NA,A.0%rAe.. ds".."4" Aft^.

At .4.0torrAS w%Awes ".

Analysis: Not unlike t; in design, this sentence has to be read carefully to are that the
problem is not so much too many ideas but rather the wordiness of the single idea.
Adding to wordiness, of course, is the overgenerous use of prepositional phrases. Stuffy
words, such 41 subjugate and purloining, don't help. Wordy and pompous writing is
discussed in Part II.



TAB 11

Expressions: A Review

%11 expres.ion is a group of words (not a widener)
which is a unit of thought. The words clouds, the, and
abort., taken sinal. do not conve the thought which
above the clouds doer,. When an tAioression is misused or
used awkwardly, it adds rannee1 -44ar) words and garbles
the meaning. (See pp. 23 to 31.)

pre mions are mainly fillers (pauses). transitions. or
adverbial phrases which become trite through overuse.

Original

able to be (objthre)

ad infinitum
afford an opportunit
a good deal
agree with (an idea)

agreeable to
all of
along the lines of
answer in the affirmative
apparent that
appears that
are desirous of
are in receipt of
arrised at (a decision)
as a result of
as emu pared to, with
as of
as per

as "%talll abOV r
as le

%et

as olr ran see
at a later date
.11 a prier of
at an earl% date

illernat

are objective, were ob-
jective

endlessly
allow, permit, let
much
agree to (agree with a

person)
agree to
all

like, the same way
Say yes
apparently, seemingly
apparently, seemingly
want to
;.* ..eived, have
decided
because
compared to. with
on. by
according to, through,

by
(delete)
about
yet
(delete)
later
(it) cost at, for
soon

Some expressions are doubly bothersome because they
force a ,Iihnte verb. (See pp. 29.31).) To remove dilute
verbs, make the ke word in the expression (usually a
noun) into an action verb and place the subject of the
sentence in the subject position. (See pp. 24-21.)

The following is a list of trite expressions and
alternatives.

Original

at the present time
at this time
attached hereto
attention is called to
balance of
because of the absence Of

beneficial aspects of
blame on
broken down Mtn
bulk of
by means of
by whios
eancellation of the note

was effected
cannot help but to know
cheek into, cheek on
close proximity
cognizant of

come,. into conflict
COM (Ilia HIP with
comprised of
consider favorabl,
consideration to
vonfonnit% with
conjunction with
contingent upon receipt of

'1 ii 417101 ive

now
now
here arc
(delete)
remainder, rest
because 11 * were

missing, lacking

benefits
blame for
divided into
most
by, through
how
the notes were canceled

cannot help knowing
check
near
to know

conflicts
comply with
containing, comprising
approve
consider
like
in. about, for, with
as soon as we receive



PART IIIEXPRESSIWIs: A REVIEW

Original

continued profitable

continuous basis
course of
date of receipt
despite the fat t that
different than
directed at
doubt but what

due to the fact that
during the course of
early date
effect an improvement
effecting (collection)
e.g. (exempli gratia)
enclosed herewith
engaged in (reviewing)
estimated about
equally as good

estimated amount
etc. (et cetera)
evaluation of
examine into
except for
extent of
extent to which

for the most part
for the purpose of
for the reason that
found to be
fullest possible ex tent
give consideration to
give encouragement to
give instructions to
have a need for
held a meeting
help but know
i.e. (id est)
in a manner similar to
in a situation in which
in a timely manner
in accordance with
in accordance with

request
in addition
in compliance with
in conformity with

50

your

Alternative

continued. to be profit-
able

continually
during
day it was received
although
different from
aimed at, for
doubt that, doubt

whether
since, because

during
soon
improve
collecting
for example
here are
is reviewing
estimated
equally good, just as

good '-
about, approximately
such as
evaluate
examine
except
nearly, about
how much

mainly
to, for
since. because
are
fully
consider
encourage
instruct
need
met
help knowing
that is
like
when
on time, promptly
(delete)
you asked for

also
comply with
like

Original

in conjunction with
in connection with
in lieu of
in many eases
in order for
in order that
in order to
in regard to
in several instances
in support of
in the amountot(sales)
in the course of
in the event that
in the nature of
in the normal course of
in the order of magnitude

of
in the period of
in the process of prepara-

tion
in the very near future
in this connection
in view of the fact that
inasmuch as

in a timely manner

inclusion in
independent from
indicated above
indicated in our review
in our opinion, we believe

inquired into

instructed that they must
in use of
irregardlcss of
is due in large measure to
is responsible for selecting
issuance of
it is, there is
it is apparent that
it is recommended that

consideration be given
to

it may be said that
justification for
make a decision

male a determination of

Alternative

in. about. for with
by, in, for, with
instead of
many. frequently
to
so

to
about. regarding
(delete)
support, supporting
for. of $
during
if

normally
about

(use the specific period)
being prepared

soon
(delete)
since, because

since
on time. promptly.

early, soon
to include
independent of
(delete)
(ddete)
in our opinion OR we

believe
asked about. studied,

examined, reviewed,
etc.

instructed to
use
regardless
is due largely to
selects

send
(delete.)
apparently, seemindly
we recommend that

(delete)
reason for
decide
determine



Original

make a review of
make an adjustment in
make inquiry regarding
make provision for
nature of
no sooner when
nonavailabilit of
of necessity

of the order of magni-
tude of

off of
of the opinion Of
on a continuous basis
OH an assist basis
On the basis of
on the grounds that
on the occasion of
our review disclosed that

# outside of
over and above
over with
paid off, out, in
per annuls%

iwr item
per se
performed

plan for a (party )
plan on (going)
prior to
pro ide for
purpose of
pursuant to

pursuant to our agreement
should be noted that
start out
status quo

Alternative

review
adjust
inquire
provide
like, similar
no sooner than
unavailable
(delete)
about

off
believes
continually
helped
(delete)
because, since
when
we found
outside
more than
over, finished
paid
annually
for each item
by itself, in itself
done, completed, made,

carried out
plan a party
plan to go
before
provide, provided
for, to
c ompf:ing with, ac-

cording to, under
as we agreed
notice that
start
original state

PART IIIEXPRESSIONS: A REVIEW

(kiginal

subsequent to
sufficient enough
take a liking to
take action
take appropriate measure
take into consideration
taken care of

than does
the following are (reports

that show)
the fullest pomible extent
the reason is due to
through the medium of

(grants)
to a large extent
to the effect that

try and collect
under date of
use was (not) bring made

of
until such time as
we are not in a position to
we noted
whether or not
will you he kind enough to
with a view to
with due regard for
with reference to
with regard to
with respect to
with the exception of
with the knowledge that
with the result that
within the framework of
without further delay

..IIternative

after
sufficient
like
act
act, do
consider
controlled by, managed

by
th44.
the following reports

show
the most
because, since
by grants

mainly
showing, stating, result-

ing
try to collect
on, dated
was (not) using

until, when
we cannot
(delete)
whether, if
please
to
for, considering
about
regarding, about
about
excluding
knowing
so that
within
right away, now, imme-

diately

plic2/5;3



TAB III

Words: A Review

Words are problems usual4 because the writer
(1) uses words that only he can define (see abstract
words, p. 31), (2) writes in the secret vocabulary of his
special field or the one he is investigating (see jargon, p.
31), or (3) makes nouns out of words which should be

verbs (see dilute verbs. pp. 29). (See p. 31 through 33
for more information.)

The following list will help you avoid these problems.
(See also pp. 59 to 62).

Choose A Synonym

abandonment of -abandon
abbreviate -- shorten
ability -skill
absence of-without
absent -day away. remove (yourself)
absorption of-absorb
accelerate- increase, speed up. hasten
acceptance of- accept
accomplish-- do
accord (in aceord)--- agree
ace -then, thus, therefore
aeenir -add, increase
accumulate-gather
accurate -- correct, exact, right
achir%e- do
acknowledge- admit
acquaint tell
acquisition purchase. buy. lease, or rent; an addition
activities -work
adaption of-adapt
additional --added
adjust-revise, change
adjustment in-adjust, change
administer-direct, conduct
administrate-manage
ativallee- promote, move ahead
advise- tell
ativet see p. 60

afford-cause
aforementioned-(ddete)
agreement with-agree
allocate-maga. distribute
allocation of-distribute, allocate
allot -- assign, distribute
also-see p. 60
alter-change
and-see p. 59
anticipation of -WI eipate
apparent-dear
append-attach
applicable-appropriate, relevant, germane
application for-apply for
apply-try, attempt
appraise-estimate, evaluate
appraisal of-appraise
appreciable-many
apprise-notify. inform
approximate-appreach, compare. about
as -see p. 60
as per-according to
as related to-about, for
ascertain -di cover, find out
ascertain-decide, evaluate
ascribe-support
assist-help
associate -join, unite, combine
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assumption that assume
attribute assign
attributable to caused by
aUtitorize permit
avail-help
available - present, on hand, stocked
basis- (delete)
bear-carry
beneficial --helpful
better improve
but see p. 60
calculate- estimate, add, subtract
effect the cancellation of- cancel
catalog -list
categorical-positive
categorize -classify
centralize -group, focus
character - type
characterize - describe
cite-point out mention, list
claim for-claim
clarification 1w given to -- clarify
clarified-interpreted, explained
classification of -classify, group
cognizant-aware
collection of-collect
commence --begin, start
commonality -(don't use it)
communicate -write, speak, telephone
comparison with-compared
compensate- -pay
compilation of-compile. collect, gather
completion of -complete
compliance (with) obey. follow, agree
cornponents -parts
compose-write, make
comprehend-understand
comprise-include
computation of-compute
concentrate- focus
conclude-finish, end
concur - agree
concurrence-agreement
condemnation of-condemn
conduct-direct. lead, do
confide-share, tell, entrust
confirmation of- confirmed
conform-agree (with)
.onfront- stand, meet. face

56

Choose a Synonym

coni, etural -glessing
ecajunction ( with) - with
consequence - result, effect
r(sequentl - then, later
consider -look at, examine, think
consideration be given to-consider
consistent with like
consolidate-merge, combine, join
consolidation of- merge. combine
constitute make up. form, include
eonstruct -build
assist with the construction of-help build
consumption of- consume
contaet --ask, speak with, write to
containerization of-crating
contemplation-thinking, expecting
contingency-prospect. likelihood, chance
contract- hire, sign up. agree
contribute-- provide, give
convey ance of-convey
copying of-copy
corrective action improve, mend, act
correlate-compare
creditable-honorable, worthy. deserving
customary -usual
data -see p. 60
decentralize- divide up. break up
decline -refuse
deduction of-deduct
deficiency-lack of
delegateassign
delegation of-delegate
delineate list, conclude
delivers to-deliver
demolishment of-demolish
demonstrate-prove, show
depreciation of-depreciate
design-. plan
designate-appoint, name
determination of-determine, decide. specify, settle
development of-help develop
deviate-turn aside
di ffu.4e-spread out, scatter
direct- govern, manage
disburse-expend, spend. pay
disbursement of-disburse
discharge-do (a duty)
disclose -- show

disclosure show, express, admit



dietiKsion of - discus
disproportionate- irregular, unnatural
disregard-ignore
disseminate-issue, send
distribution of- distribute
document-support, record
documentation-references, support
drawn (from)-selected
effect-make
effective immediately-now
efficacy -efficiency, value, use
either see p. 60
eliminate - remove, rid
emergence of -emerge
enable allow, permit, authorize
enact-pass, act
encounter- meet
endeavor-- try
enforcement (action)-impose, compel
engage-employ, hire
ensure-insure, make sure
entitle qualify, pennit
entitlement to-entitled, right
enuinerate -count
equal-see p. 50
equate -make equal, even out
equivalent -- equal, similar
establish-set up, prove, demonstrate
established (procedures)- recognized, accepted
establishment of-establish
estimate-think, guess
evaluate-rate, check, test, study
evaluation- -examination, study, rating, scoring
event (in the)-if
evidence-- files, history, facts
evidencing-showing
examine look at
examine into-examine, look at
exception was-except for
excess of-more than, beyond
exchange- transfer, hand over
ex mu to - accomplish. do
execution of-signing
exemplify -show
exert use, try, apply
exhaust- conclude, end
exhibit show
expedite hasten, rush, speed up
eN,J-= +d- spend, pay out

PART Ill -- WORDS: A REVIEW

Choose t Synonym

expenditure analysis-analyze spending
expertise -skill, knowledge
express-say
extent-length, width, height
exterminate-destroy, kill
facilitate-help
facilitating- making possible, helping
facility -(specify the building or structure)
factor-reason, cause
familiarize-acquaint
finalize-finish, end
finance-fund, pay
firm up-support, prove
firstly (secondly) -first, second
forecast-predict. estimate
foregoing-previous, earlier
formality-formal
formalize-establish, set
formulate-prepare, state, develop
formulation of-form
forward-send
function-operate, work
functional level-operating or working level
functional (program)-workable, useful
fundamental-basic
furnish-give
generate-produce, cause
rant-give, let
gross (taagnitude)-large, big
hamper-impede, hinder
harvesting of timber-losing
have- .see p. 60
hazardous-risky
herewith (returning herewith) -- (delete)
however-see p. 60
illustrate-explain, show
impacted-hit, changed
impair-weaken
implement-do, carry out, follow
implementation of-do, did. done
improvements in -improvt:.
in addition-also
inadvertent- careless, thoughtless
inadvisable-unwise
inasmuch as-since, because
incapacitated unable
inception-start
incident to (delete)
inclined to -tend to
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inclusion of-include, cover
incumbent upon -must
incur-bring upon, acquire
incursion-invasion, attack, raid
indemnify-repay
indicate-show, tell, say
information on-inform, tell
inherent in-part of, basic to
initial-first
initiate-begin, start
in lieu of-instead
inordinate-excessive
inordinately- unusually, too
inquire-ask
in uunces-examples
institute-begin, start, set up
intensify -heighten, strengthen. increase
interim- in the meantime, meanwhile
inventory -count
investigation of-investigate
issuance-distribute. send
issue-send, give
it-see p. 60
judge-decide
justification of-justify, prove
justify-support
knowledgeable-informed
latter-'sast, final
like -as
limitation-deadline
limitations on-was limited to
limited number-few
liquidate-end, stop, conclude
locality-place
locate-place, put
magnitude-size
maintain-support, keep
maintenance of-maintain
manage-control. guide
manifest-plain, evident
market -sell
material-supplies
maximization of-intensify, enlarge, make useful
meritorious- worthy
methodology-procedure
minimal-small
minimize- reduce, decrease, lessen
misassociation- (don't use)
modify-change
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Choose a Synonym

monitor-observe, check, look at
nature (01) (delete)
nebulous -vague
necessitate- require
negotiate- bargain, discuss
negotiation of-negotiate
neither see p. 61
neverthelem-however, still, even so, but
nominate -name
nor-see p. 61
normalization of -make normal
normally -usually
not all-see p. 61
notation-note
objective-aim
ohligate-compel, bind, duty
observe-see
obtain-get
obviate-prevent
of--see p. 61
off of-see p. 61
only- -see p. 61
optimum -best
or--see p. 61
orient-adapt, adjust, inform
other- see p. 61
overeome-auceeed, conquer, stop
participate -take part
payments will be made-will pay
per capita-for each individual
perform -do
performance of the maintenance function-maintains
perform-audit, review, do
periodically-sometimes; frequently; weekly, monthly,

etc.
pertain-belong, apply
pertaining to-about, on
pertinent (evidence)-(don't use it)
phase (out)-eliminate, get rid of
position-place, locate
possess -have, own
preclude- prevent, hinder, stop
preservation of-preserve
primarily -use with secondarily
prior to-earlier, before
priority-leading, main, first choke
probability-chance
problematical -doubtful
proceed -do, go, continue, try



Choose a Synonym

process -treat, put together
procure obtain, get
procurement buy, purchaie
produetivi 4 useful
proficienc -skill
program- schedule, plan
project-forecast, plan ahead
proved-always preferred over the archaic word proven,
provide- furnish, supply, give
provided by -supplied, given
provided that-if
providing for-provided
that provision be made -provide for
proximate-- close, near
purchas--buy
purport-pretend, try
pursuant to.-(delete)
pursue-follow
realize-achieve, get
recapitulate-sum up
reel pient -receiver, addressee
recognition of -recognized
recommended -we recommend
recordation- record
recorded (,tatus)--known facts
re de ter mi nation -consider again
reduction of -reduce
reference to-about
refine-clarify, improve
reflect -think, show
regarding of, about
regimen system
regulate -control, manage, lead
regulatory official -official
reimburse -pay
relating to-on, about
relatively fairly, somewhat
relii1(111141 give up, abandon
relocate- put (or place) elsewhere

Word and rule

PART III-WORDS: A REVIEW

rlocatith move
remittance of- -send
render- submit, leave
renovate-nmew, do over
representation of-represent
request-ask
ultimate-final
unavailability -lack of, none
uncertainty -doubt
uncompromising-firm
undertake-agree to do, try
undertaking-attempt, task
upon see p. 62
utilize-use
utilization of-use
vacate-move out
validate -- confirm
validating personnel (use only as a verb)
validity -accuracy, truth
variation-change
verbatim-word for word, exactly
verify -confirm, approve
via -on, in, through
in view of- because, since
visualize-see, imagine
voluminous- bulky. big
warrant - permit, worth, call for
where- see p. 62
whereas -since, because
wherefore- then, thus
whether-see p. 62
which. see p. 62
while- -see p. 62
wit (to wit)- to serve as evidence, testify
with see p. 62
withdrawal (of service) -stop, curtail
witne&4-See
)ield- produce, give

Thirty-One Troublesome Words

and And uslall joins two related thoughts (parts of
sentences or entire sentences) which are of equal
importance. And is preceded by a comma if two long
sentences are joined.

Correct examples

We noted several discrepancies and discus rd them with
the - operators.

There were three investigations. and each was time
eimsuming.



PART 11IWORDS: A REVIEW

Word and rule

affectThis verb is often confused with the noun effect
or the verb effect (to bring about a change). An illness
can affect our bodies so that we have a different effect
on our friends who do not realize an illness can effect

such a change.
effecta result (noun)
effectto accomplish (verb)

alsoThe problem with also is that it floats too easily.
Also is an adverb which should be placed as close to the
word it qualifies as the sentence will permit. Rather than
start a sentence with also, place it with the verb.

aShould not be used to mean because or since. It
means "ir. the same manner." Sometimes it is combined
with such to introduce an example. (See like.) Cau-
tion: Whenever tempted to use as to, don't.

butThis is a short and powerful word. Use it to begin a
sentence which you want to emphasize. It stops the
reader. But sometimes serves as a conjunction. Like and,
it joins two related thoughts when the second is in
opposition to the first.

dataThis word means facts, not records. Some gram-
marians tell us it is plural, but GAO uses it in the
singular.

eitherOne use is as a correlative (expressing mutual
relationships) paired with or. The phrases they govern
must be parallel in construction.

haveThe only time have gives trouble is when it is
doubled up: It would have been more realistic to have
left out the last two items of information. Stick to one
have in each sentence.

howeverAvoid it as a habitual "starter" because it
weakens a sentence. If you use it, try to put it next to
the verb, but don't forget to separate it from the other
words with a comma.

Use however as a sentence "joiner"; it must have a
semicolon before it and a comma after.

itTo be on the safe side, a writer should confine his use
of this little word to a pronoun (stands for a noun).. Of
course, if the occasion arises, he may write "It is going
to be difficult to do." One of these is okay. But when
these structures slip byproblem: "It is believed by the
officers that it [the firm] is solvent." Two its in a
sentence are dangerous.

60

Correct examples

The steps the company's president took did not affect
the way finances were handled.

The investigating team also examined the records on file.
(Not "Also the investigating team * * *.')

The material is useful also as information supplementary
to the report.

The figures were drawn as (in the same manner) the
instructions required.

The first examples, such as these, were very sketchy.

But the results were exasperating.

The report was finished on time, but, because, specific
information was missing. it was not satisfactory.

The data was examined for discrepancies.

Records from the firm can be relied on (not here) to
either solve the problem or make the problem clearer.

It would have been more realistic U.J leave out the last
two items of information.

Losses were, however, much more than expected.

The chairman was not available for comment; however.
he left a typewritten memorandum.

After the board reviewed the files, it sent notices to all
employees.

The officers believe the firm is solvent. (Notice that the
bad example forces a passive sentence.)



Word and rule

neither-This is usually paired with nor. The two phrases
which neither and nor correlate must be parallel.

nor- 1..sually paired with neither. This word can also be
used alone. Frequently the question arises. "When do
you use or, when, or nor ?' The answer is that nor must
have another negative word to go with it.

not all-One of the most common errors is splitting these
two words. See what happens: "All of the material did
not have a bearing on the case.- This simply means none
of the material did. Of course that's not what is
int-nded. See next column.

of-This little word could be eliminated from every
other place it appears with no real loss. An -ing.can help.
It is also the prime clue that the verb is dilute: "Can-
cellation of the orders was effected." This of is not
needed, nor is this one: "The work involves the copying
of numerous errors."

off of- Off is sufficient.

only- Only should be placed as close as possible to the
word it qualifies.

or-See either.

other-Sometimes omitted where it should be used and
used where it should be omitted. When used with similar
or related. other is superfluous.

outside of -This combination is one instance where of
should he omitted.

place- i recommendation is not placed in effect; it is
put in effect.

proved- Always preferred over the archaic word proven.

respect -Best left as is without adding a with and to.
With respect to is a very weak way to connect ideas.

respective- A word to be avoided when used like
this: "We examined the respective departments."

since -Has two meanings (1) as a measure of time (a
postdate, i.e., up to now) and (2) as a word for because.
In the first meaning, it is used with has been or have not
but NEVER with a single, past-tense verb. In the second
meaning, since can be substituted anytime for because-
simply for variety. It's better than as.
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Correct examples

The information received was neither sufficient nor
accurate.

The officials were not able to furnish the requested
information nor willing to talk with our agent. (Notic
that "able" and "willing" go together. There is a not
with able; therefore, nor is needed.)

Not all the material had a bearing on the case.

Progress has been made toward (the establishment of)
establishing better accounting records.

The orders were canceled.

The work involves copying numerous records.

The material can (only) be obtained only by a con-
centrated investigation.

Can't omit: Texas is larger than any other State. (Texas
is part of the tfroup of "other" States.) Must
omit: These were items produced in Panama or in (not
other) nearby countries.

Most information was obtained outside the States.

The gathered facts have proved the weakness of the
plan.

Since the date of this order, the office has been closed.

z
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Ward and rule

that - Aside from a. an, the. the word that L. probably
the most Impend. used word-iwerused. According to
standard use. verbs of believing. feeling, saying, and
thinking, are followed by that. The word that should be
omitted when there is no danger of confusing the reader.

upon- Upon usually can be left out in favor of the little
word on. If idiomatic (arbitrar) use suggests that upon,
is better than on. it is acceptable. Some writers have the
habit of starting sentences with upon phrases. (Upon
completion of our survey...) This weakens the sentence
by pushing the true subject out of its proper place for an
abstract word (noun) that should be the action word.

where -Indicates place: when indicates time. The two
words cannot be interchanged.

whether - "Should or not be addedr is the frequent
question. For emphasis, or not can be added, but
whether is sufficient

which-Probably the most misused word of all. If writers
would remember that which is a pronoun and thus
requires a referent (antecedent), problems such a$ this
would not occur. "The company took an inventory
during the year which disclosed the discrepancy." "The
company could save hundreds of dollars in expenses
which would result in the first profit in 5 years." (Two
separate thought, can't be joined by which.)

while-ls overworked as a conjunction. Its first meaning
is I t: time tense, so it should be used sparingly to replace
althonoh because, since, and and.

with-Another of the frequently misused words. usually
substituted for and and but. Or it is just superfluous. I
it as a preposition (traveled with a group) but not as a
conjunction. (Purchases which should have been charged
to assets were charged to expenses. with only a daily
journal to record the transactions.)

lany accounts were delinquent, with no efforts made to
collect them.

Correct examples

We believe that all the information in this report is
accurate.

We answered upon receipt.

After we completed the survey, we submitted our report
to the director.

During the year the company took an inventory
which

The company could save hundreds of dollars in ex.
pnses. The savings would net the first profit in 5 years.

Purchases which should have been charged tr, assets were
charged to expensm and only a daily journal was used
to record the transactions.

Many accounts were delinquent, but no efforts were
made to collect them.
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Titles

We expect captions and suleheallinp to help the
reader follow the organization of a report. [low about
the title'.' What can we reasonably expect of it

title should announce the topic but non exhaust it.
Ever% word should work. .1 title can also help catch the

Original

Coordinated Consideration Needed of Bu -National Pro-
curement Program Policies.

Improved Administration Needed in New Jerse for the
Federal Program of lid to Educationally Deprived
Children.

Further Action h% %.eterans Administration Could Re-
duce. Administrative Costs and improve Service. to
Veterans Receiving Educational Benefits.

Examination into the Effectiveness of the Construction
Grant Program for Abating. Controlling. and Preventing
Water Pollution.

Surve of Progress Toward Construeting New Teaching
hospital on Howard University t:amptis.

Review of Agricultural Research Service Program for
Screw worm Eradication.

Benefit, Could be Realized through Reuse of Designs for
Public. [lousing Projects.

ion Alan). Crew Members Assigned Too Soon to Ships
Under Construction. ( A well stated title but it can be
improved.)

interest of an "almost" reader who goes on because the
title -invites" him.

Here are some contrasts. On the left are titles from
past reports. on the right are alternatives.

.illernative

Coordinating Buy-National Procurement Policies.

Improving Administration in New Jersey's Federal Pro-
gram for Educating Deprived Children.

Better Use of Computers for Cheaper and Better Service
to Veterans Getting Educational Benefits.

Effectiveness of the Construction Grant Program in
Combating Water Pollution; or How Effective Is
the * * *

Progress in Constructing Teaching Hospital at Howard
University.

Screw worm Eradication Program.

Benefits of Reusing Designs for Public Housing.

Too Many Men Assigned Too Soon to Ships Under
Construction.
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Partial Draft Digests-Before Revision

COMPTROLLER GENERALS
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST

WHY THE REVIEW WAS M4DE

REVIEW OF PROGRESS IN MEETING
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE INDIAN
HOUSING PROGRAM B.

The objective of the Indian Housing Program is to eliminate substandard Indian
housing in the 1970's in accordance with the joint plans of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Department of the Interior (Bureau), the Department of Housing and Urban Develop.
ment (HUD), and the Indian Health Service, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. These agencies are striving to meet the goal primarily by construction of rental
and homeownership housing financed by HUD through local housing authorities and by
Bureau financed home construction and renovation. The Indian health service is providing
water and waste removal facilities for new and renovated housing.

During fiscal years 1967 through 1970, the cost of the HUD and Bureau housing
provided has been about $108 million and has resulted in the construction of about 8,000
new housing units and the renovation of about 7,000 units. The General Accounting
Office (GAO) made this review to determine the progress being made in eliminating
substandard Indian housing and to identify areas needing improvement.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on our observations, we believe that Indian families in the new or renovated
housing have generally improved their living conditions. Analysis of program accomplish-
ments in terms of reducing the number of families residing in substandard homes
shows, however, that the progress has been limited. For example, in June 1968, it was
estimated that about 68,300 Indian families were living in substandard housing conditions
while on June 30, 1970, after the construction of about 4,800 houses and the renovation
of 5,700 houses an estimated 63,000 families were still living in substandard conditions.
According to the Bureau and HUD, reluctance of some tribes to obtain federal housing
aristance and delays in obtaining financing from HUD have slowed the progress of the
housing program. GAO found various other problems that are either impeding the
progress or make it difficult to evaluate the true progress being made to eliminate
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substandard housing: the magnitude and dynamics of Indian housing needs have not been
adequateh identified: rental delinquencies on existing housing have delayed construction
of futur housing; recently provided houses have basic design and construction defects;
and living conditions in new or renovated houses are deteriorating because of poor
maintenance practices. G 14 ) believes that, based on the reported accomplishments during
the last four ears, the housing program is barely treading water in meeting the needs of
the American Indian and that the elimination of substandard Indian housing in the 1970's
will not he achieved unless the program is substantially accelerated. Within adequate
housing, thousands of Indian families will continue to live under severe hardship
conditions that ma lead directly or indirect to earl deaths, as well as lifelong physical
anti mental disabilities.

;AO found that the housing needs of American Indians have not been accurately and
completely identified because (1) workable guidelines were not established to catcgorize
existing housing as standard or substandard and to distinguish units needing renovation
from units needing to be replaced. (2) periodic physical inventories of housing conditions
and needs have not been made and (3) family migration. adjacent off-reservation Indian
population. housing deterioration and famih size and income have not been considered in
determining and planning to meet the long-term needs. As a result, we believe that the
program is being conducted without much of the data neves:ear. to plan and direct a
successful program For example, without workable guidelines 375 houses at the Rosebud
Reservation were misclassified us standard when the were actual substandard due to
sach factors as inadequate heating sstems and hot water heaters. As a result of our
suggestions. the Bureau in Ma 1970 issued new guidelines for categorizing kxisting
housing. G V) believes that these gres;delines, if adequatel implemented, will assist in
better identif big housing conditions.

Many housing projects have serious rental delinquencies. In several eases, Hun has
delayed or threatened to delay the approval of future projects until rental collections are
improved. For example, at the Navajo Reservation. HUD withheld the approval of 1165
new housing units from April 1969 to July 1970 because the existing housing projects
were experiencing rental delinquencies totaling about $37,400. GAO recognizes that no
simple solution exists to rental collection problems. but believes that additional efforts
should be made le and the Bureau to assist the housing authorities in resolving the
problem of rental delinquencies.

) found that. in terms of construction time and volume of Initnes built, the Mutual
Help Program has not been as successful as other HUD assisted programs. GAO believes
that this program. which has been plagued length construction periods, should be
deenqihasized. In the 40 Mutual Help Projects reviewed, it has taken an average of 19
months to complete them, normally in small increments of 10 to 20 units when projects
under other HUD programs have taken an average. of 10 months to construct in much
larger increments. Lengthy construction periods for Mutual Help housing also have
resulted in additional costs for construction supervision and for replacing building
materials damaged by exposure to the elements or lost due to theft or vandalism. For
example. a Mutual Help project at the Gila Riper Reservation incurred additional costs of
S34.000 for supervision try tend otte %car. At the Rosebud Reservation, nearh all of the
materials for one house had been stolen over a two-vear period.

G O found that some recentl provided houses had serious defects due to either
inadequate design or fault or incomplete construction and as a result Indian families
have continued to live in substandard conditions. For example. a 50-unit low-rent project
on the Black feet Reservation. completed in 1966, needs to be renovated to correct design
and constnaction defects. A IUD report describing this project in March 1969 pointed
out that ire accumulated I to 2 inches thick in the corners of the inside walls. One tenant
described how she could watch the sunset through the cracks in the wall when it was 40
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degrees below zero. After spending $58,000, it is estimated that an additional $229,000
will be required to repair the houses. At the. Pine Ridge Reservation we observed several
houses where the basement walls were either cracked or bowed. Housing authority and
Bureau officials advised us that these houses may have to be condemned as unsafe for
continued orenpanc),. About $91,000 will be required to correct this problem in about
50 units. At the Rosebud Reservation 59 HUD financed houses do not have water and
sanitation facilities and these facilities will not be available until sometime in 1971.

Once the new or renovated houses have improved the family living conditions there is
little or no activity on the part of the housing authority, HUD, or the Bureau to identify
and provide assistance to those families having problems in adjusting to their new living
environment. As a result, many houses are deteriorating and the planned safe, sanitary
and decent living environment the houses were designed to provide is being lost. GAO,
accompanied by housing authority or Bureau representatives, inspected 232 new and
renovated housing units using a checklist developed from HUD maintenance and safety
standards. The inspections ** *

a
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS
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ItHY THE REITER BA3 MADE

REVIEW OF PROGRESS IN MEETING
THE OBJECTIVE OF THE INDIAN
HOUSING PROGRAM

The Indian Housing Program, with a goal of eliminating substandard Indian Housing
during the 1970s is run jointly by three agencies. The Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Department of the Interior, and the Department of Housing and Lrban Development
(HUD) finance home construction and renovation, and the Indian Health Service provides
water and sewerage.

Between 1966 and 1970, HUD and the Bureau built or renovated 15,000 houses for
Indians for $108 million. GAO reviewed the program to find out whether substandard
housing was being eliminated, and if not, what changes should be made.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The program is not meeting the Indians' housing needs, and unless the program is
accelerated, it will not meet its goal. Most families in new and renovated housing are
living better, but the program has not reduced the number of families in substandard
housing. Despite the construction of 11,000 houses between 1968 and 1970, 93 percent
of the families in substandard houses in 1968 were still there in 1970.

What seems to be the delay? HUD and the Bureau point to HUD's financing delays and
some tribes' reluctance to ask for Federal help. GAO found four other problems.

1. The program was ill planned. No workable guidelines had been set up to categorize
substandard housing or to distinguish units needing replacement from those needing
renovation; housing needs and conditions had not been periodically inventoried, and
some factors, such as family size, had not been considered. In May 1970 the Bureau
followed our suggestion of issuing new guidelines which, if followed, should clear up the
question of what is substandard housing.

2. Late rent payments in completed projects had delayed approvals of new projects.
For example, HUD held up 1,165 unit projects at one reservation because the completed
projects were $37,400 behind in rent payments.
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3. The Mutual Help Program needs help. Due to additional supervision and to lost,

stolen, and damaged material. HUD's houses have taken longer to build and have been

more expensive than houses it built under its other programs. For example, one project,
krause of its slowness. rust $34,000 additional for supervision. At another project nearly

all the materials for one house were stolen over a.'. -year period.
4. Faulty design and construction of HUD- and Bureau-financed projects had left some

families in substandard housing. At one reservation 50 units. completed in 1966 for
$58.000, had eraeks in the wall and collected I to 2 inches of ice inside. Unfortunately
the temperature on this reservation drops to 400 below zero. An estimated $229,000 will

be needed to repair the units. At another reservation about 50 houses with bowed or
cracked foundations and walls may have to be evacuated and $90.000 may have to be

spent to fix them.
5. Because of poor maintenance of new and renovated housing by some Indian fam-

ilies the houses were becoming unsafe and unsanitary. The Bureau and HUD have done

Hide to identify and help these families.
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